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Welcome and introduction
In the early hours of the morning on 17 March, you and your team will join
hundreds of others at Leighton Beach to swim to beautiful Rottnest Island in
the 2018 Hotel Rottnest Port to Pub swim.
It’s our third event and we’re very proud to say that we’ve grown again in size but we are dedicated to
keeping our strong sense of community and race day atmosphere to make sure it’s the most memorable
day for everyone involved.
This year, we asked swimmers to ‘Raise the Challenge’ to family and friends inspire and empower people to
join the growing swimming community. We have swimmers registering for the first time who never thought
this was possible, and we also have Olympians and champions who see the event as a serious competition
and a way to pursue their swimming goals.
We are pleased to say that the 25km ultra-marathon has grown in size. Many have used that event to go on
and take on other big open water swims across the globe.
In our third year, we hope to build on this momentum and continue to spread the word that anybody, of all
ages and from all walks of life, can achieve this challenge.

More entrants than ever!
We are really pleased to see a lift in the number of swimmers overall again this year and have once again
been thrilled to welcome our intrastate, interstate and international competitors to the event and hope you
thoroughly enjoy your time in Western Australia!
The Port to Pub team wishes all swimmers and crew the very best of luck on the day and we thank you for
supporting us to make this a great swimming event.

The Port to Pub Committee
The Port to Pub Committee includes Ceinwen Roberts (President), Jane Munday, Andrew Roberts, Glen
Willert and Chris Letts. We have continued to build and improve the event together and remain dedicated
to creating a swimming event that is thoroughly enjoyed by swimmers, skippers, paddlers and crew from
start to finish. Like all small teams, we rely on our fantastic advisors, sponsors, stakeholders, volunteers, and
our families who provide endless support and encouragement to all of us.
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Pre & Post Race Package!
Optimise your performance
and recovery
Purchase a pre-paid package to
receive 2 x 45 minute sports
massages and save $20!

$140

Standard/
Senior
Therapist

Save
$20!

$150

Top Level
Senior
Therapist

Call or go online to book an appointment
(08) 9382 3969
www.sportsmassage.com.au
Terms and Conditions: *Not all Therapists are claimable on your health fund *Not to be used
in conjunction with any other offer *Not redeemable for cash *Offer not accepted for a single booking
*Bookings can be made at different times

Thank-you!
We are so grateful for the support we’ve received from David Bryant from Catalyst Nutrition & Dietetics,
Lynne Duncan, Janet MacPherson, Andrea Williams, Jen Schirmer, Shane Anderson, Lizzie Marinko, Andrew
Hunt, Rob Goyen, Peter Bell, Dave Trotter, Harriet O'Shannessy, Michael West, Owen Grieve, David and
Trish Tucker, Jenny and Geoff Smart, Andrew Duncan and Rob and Genevieve Mann from Corymbia Wine.
Assisting on the day again will be Fremantle Sea Rescue with rescue and on-water safety to ensure all
measures are taken to keep participants and supporters safe. Fremantle Surf Lifesaving Club will manage
water safety at the start of the event to 1500 metres. Fremantle Sea Rescue will manage water-based
rescue and safety for the remainder of the event, with assistance from City of Perth Surf Life Saving Club in
managing the last 400 metres to the finish at Rottnest Island in front of Hotel Rottnest.
Thank you too to our tireless volunteers who help in the weeks leading up to the event, then on the day
from start to finish. So many of our volunteers have returned to assist every year and we’re so grateful for
their time and effort.

We’d also like to take an opportunity to thank our key stakeholders:
Department of Transport Marine
- Safety Section

7.

WA Water Police

8.

Rottnest Island rangers

2.

Fremantle Ports

9.

Rottnest Island Nursing Post

3.

Rottnest Island Authority

10. St John Ambulance

4.

Fremantle Sea Rescue

11. blueChip Timing

5.

Fremantle Surf Lifesaving Club

12. Royal Agricultural Society

6.

City of Perth Surf Life Saving Club

1.

The Port to Pub Committee
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Thanks to our sponsors!
We are proud to present our sponsors for the
2018 Hotel Rottnest Port to Pub.
The sponsors not only make the event happen through funding,
in-kind sponsorship or private donation, but they bring with them skills
and expertise that contribute to the success of the event. We are so
grateful to our incredible sponsors, many of which are local businesses.
We encourage you to say thank you by supporting them in return.

A message from

our Naming Rights Partner, Hotel Rottnest
Hotel Rottnest is thrilled to welcome you to the third annual Port to Pub swim.
We are delighted to see the swim grow and it is a pleasure to once again partner with
such an exciting event.
Congratulations to all the swimmers and support crews for taking on the challenge of
swimming the Rottnest Channel. The 25km ultra-marathon swimmers are particularly
inspiring, swimming in what is one of the longest open water swims in the Southern
Hemisphere.
We hope to see the Hotel Rottnest Port to Pub become part of the world calendar
for marathon swimming.
We look forward to showcasing Rottnest Island to local, national and international
swimmers.
Enjoy that post swim drink…you’ve earnt it!

Prendiville Group

© Tony Hewitt

Garry and Peter Prendiville

Naming rights partner

Premium sponsor

Presenting sponsors

Supplier sponsors

Affiliate sponsors
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Our WA swimming
history lives on!
The Port to Pub swim honours the first race to Rottnest where seven brave swimmers
battled it out across the channel on 25 March 1956. The Port to Pub swim pays tribute to,
and recreates as closely as possible, that original race to Rottnest.
Trevor Seaborn (80) was the winner of the original race, beating six others in a time of 7h,
36m, 26s.
You’ll see Trevor again at the start line this year starting off some of the waves and
watching as they follow the course he did 62 years ago!
After the first race, it was deemed by the WA Amateur Swim Association (WAASA) to be
too dangerous to conduct the following year, and no further attempts were made to swim
the Channel until 1969. In that year, on the 13 April, it was 23-year old Lesley Meaney
(nee Cherriman) who successfully completed the swim, making her the first woman to
swim across the Rottnest Channel. Lesley, recruited by the Education Department as a
specialist Art Teacher, had only recently arrived from the Isle of Wight in the UK before
she made her crossing. Waiting for the strong easterly to ease, she didn’t leave until midmorning at approximately 11am, arriving at North Mole in the evening to the delight
of the crowds that had assembled to see her come in. Lesley’s experience, along with
interviews with the first 100 soloists, led her to write the book “Why swim to Rottnest
when you can catch the ferry?”
Lesley is a successful artist and is still swimming in local open-water and surf events. We
are delighted and honoured to have Lesley as a guest speaker at this year’s briefing night.
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Trevor Seaborn’s message to swimmers
Hi, I’m Trevor Seaborn winner of the first organised
channel swim from Fremantle to Rottnest in 1956.
The race happened after the Weekend Mail
newspaper and the West Australian Amateur Swim
Association advertised a swim from Fremantle to
Rottnest Island. With 30 nominations, an elimination
race was organised from Bicton Jetty to Barrack
Street Jetty, and those that finished would be eligible
for the first organised channel swim, which was held
on the 25th of March 1956. I was lucky to win both
events. There is no comparison with the 1956 swim
and today. Preparation back then was only three
weeks, today swimmers have 12 months to plan.
Back then, each swimmer had an open boat guiding
them and two official boats. I would like to personally
thank the Port to Pub committee for the interest and
recognition of the 1956 channel swim – the first ever
race to Rottnest - and having me involved in the event
for the last three years. I’m very honoured. It’s the
third Port to Pub swim and I wish all the swimmers
a safe and successful crossing, as I know it can be a
very challenging swim. Good luck to all.
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Lesley Meaney’s message to swimmers
Reminder to swimmers, especially soloists (echoes from your coaches)
1. Don’t overcook the start. Pace yourself - which means if you are given a purse of energy
at the start, spend it wisely, so that you are ‘energy-broke’ precisely the moment you
cross the finish line.
2. If you hit a tough spot, remind yourselves why you started this journey in the first place sacrificing hours in training just to make the start line.
3. You may not be thinking clearly towards the end of the swim (particularly if the
conditions are not perfect) – so listen to your support crew. They are there to support
you and they want you to succeed.
Support crews
1. You are VERY IMPORTANT
2. Swimmers depend on you. Be diligent at all times.
Savour your good fortune
1. That you live in Australia, a first world country, and not in a war zone, and that you are
privileged to be part of an event such as this;
2. That we have Rottnest – a constant presence on our horizon, providing an obvious and
tempting challenge for open-water swimmers;
3. That you have the leisure time to be fit enough to take this event on;
4. That you have event organisers, experienced open-water swimming coaches and support
crew to make it all happen;
5. That you have the opportunity to meet like-minded people and make new friends;
In conclusion, I wish you all the very best of luck, the very best of conditions, especially for
those of you who are soloists. Enjoy your day, appreciate your support crews, look after
each other and treasure the experience. In swimming to Rottnest, each one of you is adding
another dimension to this holiday isle’s history and lure.
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Fundraising spotlight

In 2018, Port to Pub is proud to again be lending its support to Coastcare and R U OK?, both of
which undertake extremely important work in our community.
You can give a donation to one of these groups in your registration form, or use your swim
to fundraise!
If you have another charity you’d like to raise funds for, you can do it through the Everyday Hero
platform. Go to our website, follow the instructions to set up an Everyday Hero account.

Coastcare – restoring our sand dunes
Australia has some of the best beaches in the world and we’d like to keep it that way! You can help the thousands of
Coastcare volunteers across WA who are working to keep our precious coastal and marine environments healthy.
With more than 30,000 km of coastline to protect, they have a big job. Funds raised from the 2018 Port to Pub will
fund the planting of 2500 coastal dune plants on Western Australian beaches in 2018. Native coastal plants help to
stabilise our dunes, while also providing habitat and food sources for our precious WA wildlife. Along WA beaches,
funds raised through the Port to Pub swim will go towards planting:
•

Atriplex isatidea (Coast saltbush)

•

Ficinia nodosa (Knotted club-rush)

•

Scaevola crassifolia (Thick-leaved fan-flower)

•

Melaleuca lanceolata (Rottnest tea-tree)

It’s the third year straight for team Coastcare
in the Port to Pub. Coastcare’s Partnerships
Manager, Adin Lang, is teaming up with
Coastcare volunteers Paul Ryan and Matthew
Bourke again, with the addition of Ben Braham.
Good luck team Coastcare!
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R U OK ?
R U OK?’s vision is a world where we’re all connected and
are protected from suicide.
Its mission is to inspire and empower everyone to
meaningfully connect with people around them and support
anyone struggling with life.
R U OK?’s goals are to:
1.

Boost confidence to meaningfully connect and ask about
life’s ups and down

2.

Nurture our sense of responsibility to regularly connect
and support others

3.

Strengthen our sense of belonging because we know
people are there for us

In 1995, much-loved Barry Larkin was far from ok. His
suicide left family and friends in deep grief and with endless
questions. In 2009, his son Gavin Larkin chose to champion
just one question to honour his father and try and protect
other families from the pain his endured.

“Are you ok?”
To genuinely change behaviour Australia-wide, a national campaign was needed. Gavin’s legacy is ensuring all
Australians realise a little question can make a big difference to those people struggling with life.
By inspiring people to take the time to ask “are you ok?” any day of the year, and listen when someone says, “No, I’m
not ok”, we can help people struggling with life feel connected long before they even think about suicide. It all comes
down to regular, face-to-face, meaningful conversations about life. And asking “are you ok?” is a great place to start.
Young open water swimmer Ned returns to compete in the
Port to Pub in 2018 and will be an ambassador for R U OK?
Ned has packed a lot in to his 16 years. Committed to being
there for his mates, last year Ned set a goal to swim the English
Channel as soon as he turned 16 – the youngest legal age you
can attempt the gruelling swim, all in support of R U OK?
After thousands of hours of training both in his own back yard
pool and in the ocean, Ned completed the 34km swim and in
doing so become the youngest and fastest Australian male to
successfully cross the channel.
Last year was the first time Ned participated in the Hotel
Rottnest Port to Pub swim and he loved the atmosphere of the
swim the most. “They are such great people, they clap you in as
you reach the finish and you get lots of support. They’re a great
bunch of people and it’s an awesome atmosphere. I’m really
looking forward to it again and would like to beat my time. The
2017 Port to Pub was such a perfect day. Hopefully 2018 will
bring similar conditions if not better (if that’s possible).”
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Feature artist: Lizzie Marinko
We are so lucky to have the work of Perth-based digital artist Lizzie Marinko feature on
the competitor hoodies and towels this year. The piece is created from a photo taken
of the 2017 mixed team of four wave start on Leighton Beach. Lizzie was drawn to the
colour of the early morning, the light of the sky, and the pink swim caps that added a
‘splash’ of colour to the photo. “I love the sense of anticipation this photo captures before
the start gun, as well as the composition and unique body language of each swimmer.”
To create this piece, Lizzie uses digital software to first play with the composition, lighting
and colour of the photo before abstracting it. The drawing process then begins, using a
digital pen and tablet, Lizzie creates an entirely new drawing composed of individually drawn
straight-edge vector shapes, using the abstracted image as a template. The result is a detailed
mosaic of vibrant colour and clean lines. This particular piece took around 50 hours to
produce.
Originally qualifying and working as a landscape architect, Lizzie eventually took those skills
and moved into digital 3D modelling and texturing. She had the opportunity to work on film
and set design in Sydney, utilising her visual and creative skills, together with her ability to
read architectural drawings for sets. This move saw her work on major films such as Star
Wars, with Director George Lucas and also alongside Director Baz Lurhmann for a short
period.
Returning to Perth in 2005 to start a family, Lizzie embarked on her latest venture. She
started creating digital art from photos, particularly faces and animals, and now specialises in
portraits land landscapes, having a particular passion for designs that include the water. The
digital format of her work means it can be printed on fabric, canvas, acrylic and wall paper.
We are so grateful to Lizzie for creating this year’s Port to Pub signature art piece. Lizzie
has been a supporter of Port to Pub since the event started, is back again as a volunteer
in 2018. Thanks so much, Lizzie! If you’d like a copy of this work, or to see Lizzie’s other
designs, or to talk to Lizzie about getting your own piece done, you can contact her via email
Lizziemarinko@gmail.com, or call 0402 213 428, or visit her website at
https://www.lizziemarinko.com/
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Merchandise
Get yourself (or your crew) some official merchandise!
Our merchandise sponsor KC Australia has once again delivered a fantastic range of official merchandise for the 2018
Port to Pub. You will be able to buy merchandise at the KC Australia stall all the pre-race events, and on race day at
Rottnest Island, of course! Go and say hi to Jeff, Sam and Mel!

Hooded Tee (Unisex sizes)

Men's Stripe Tee

Men's Polo

Ladies' Polo

Adults' Spray Jacket (Unisex)

Ladies' Stripe Tee

Sports Performance Caps
(One size fits all)

Trucker Cap

(One size fits all)

Adults' Water Repellent Jacket
(Unisex sizes)
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Cooler Bag

Rugby Jumper
(Unisex sizes)

Sports Duffle Bag

Reusable Coffee Cup

Our very own limited-edition Port to Pub bathers!
We were so excited to bring you our very own 2018 Port to Pub men’s and women’s bathers! Designed exclusively
for Port to Pub by Australian designer Robb & Lulu under its FiT Swimwear label, they are made with Italian fabric,
are super comfortable and simply stunning – representing the essence of the Port to Pub swim. You can buy them at
briefing night or on race day.

Ladies' One Piece Bathers (Blue & Pink)

Ladies' Two Piece Bathers (Blue & Pink)

Men's Jammer

Men's Brief
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Meet the swimmers!
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Corinne Zadow
For me, there is nothing better than starting off the day with a beautiful ocean swim as the sun comes
up. I decided to do a solo for Port to Pub in 2017 because I wanted to set a challenge for myself, outside
of family and work life. I absolutely loved the experience, the comradery and being able to achieve
something I didn’t think was possible.

© Clip Media Motion

Leith Weston-McKerracher
My involvement in swimming to Rottnest began over 50 years ago, when my dad and Uncle built a boat
for family holidays at Rottnest. Naturally, I was taught how to swim in case I fell overboard.
I am an ex Australian and Western Australian pool swimmer/coach who had a fear of swimming to
Rottnest. My love and knowledge of ocean swimming has evolved over the years and I have discovered
that participating in the open water swims to Rottnest has taught me what it is to be part of team as a
swimmer, coach, paddler and support person.
I was in the Australian Swimming Squad for Moscow in 1980 and missed out on selection in the team due
to the boycott.
I attended the University of Arkansas on a swimming scholarship (along with Shelley Taylor-Smith and
Neil Brooks) and was introduced to open water swimming in lakes by our coach Sam Freas. Shelley and I
still hold an American Record for an open water relay swim in a lake in 1983.
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We are four Mums who have known each other since our children were in Kindy together. Over the
years we have developed a great friendship and had a few bottles of champagne too.
It was over a couple of glasses of champers one evening that we decided to take on the challenge of
swimming the inaugural Port to Pub swim. We swam in the same team again in 2017, and thoroughly
enjoyed the day out with our husbands as support crew. Training together for the event is so enjoyable
we mix it up with ocean swims at various beaches (feeling brave when we aren’t in a shark net) and squad
swimming in the pool. Training also legitimises the need for coffee and donuts afterwards! This year we’re
all swimming but in different teams with family and friends. We’re still looking forward to a fantastic day
and celebrating the swim afterwards.
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Halesha Diaz, Susie Johnston,
Louise Merrillees and Jemma Day

© Clip Media Motion

Shane McGurk
Swimming and coaching have formed the glue, since my teens, for my social friendships, professional
groups and also for fitness and travel. The Port to Pub is a lovely local extension of this, in the deep
blue of the Indian Ocean. Swimming and holidays with friends have also extended to the bays and ocean
pools of Sydney, islands of Greece, Red Sea, Indonesia, Malaysia, Turkey, Croatia, Sardinia and the United
Kingdom. Floating around the world has become a specialty of mine, but I am leaving my dip into the
Dead Sea to the very end!
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Dr Soo Lim
I often joke with my three kids as I drive them to weekend sport that the only sport my migrant parents
would allow me to do was swimming. It was the least likely to result in an injury that would prevent me
writing my high school exams. Now I am grateful that swimming gives me more than fitness, it makes me
feel good and friendships I have made with my fellow squad swimmers all contribute to a positive mental
health. When I swim in the ocean, I feel that it puts any problems I am grappling with into perspective,
as I see how small I am in the vastness of our ocean. I am by no means a good swimmer, completing the
Port to Pub in a team last year gave me such a sense of achievement and if I can do it, anyone can, you
can too!
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Byron Kimber
I have always enjoyed swimming and even more since I started competing in open water swimming three
years ago. Swimming maintains my fitness and every race is a new challenge for me.
After swimming the Rottnest Channel Swim in a relay team, I decided to swim the Port to Pub achieving
another goal for myself. My ultimate challenge would be to swim the Port to Pub as a solo swimmer.
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I feel I am a very positive guy who loves and adores his family very much. I have been married to my
beautiful wife Lauren for 11 years and we have 4 amazing kids (Alani 12, Matilda 10, Finn 4 and Riley 4)
Finn and Riley are identical twin boys. I own an electrical business in partnership with Phil Matera (ex
West Coast Eagles player) which we have had for 15 years and employ around 100 staff. I love anything
to do with the ocean from surfing, diving and boating in beloved Rotto. I have always loved swimming but
didn’t really get into it seriously (apart from school days) until after the operation, and my main focus was
to do something I love but also prove to myself that physically I could still do adventurous activities and
what better than swimming in an amazing event like the Port to Pub.
In regards to specifically about the operation I was wrestling with my two boys when one of them jumped
on me off a couch and perforated my bowel. I was rushed to hospital and had my insides pulled out
including nervous system and my skeletal bowl cleaned. From here my bowel was repaired all my parts
put back together and stitched up. Pretty hard time for my wife and kids as doctors weren’t really sure if I
would make it through.
All that being said I am A OK and loving swimming and really excited about testing myself in the Port to
Pub 25km ultra-marathon.
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Dean Kerns

Diego Lopez
New York-based Diego Lopez is travelling to Perth to take on the 25km ultra-marathon. Combining his
passion for travelling and swimming, his goal in 2018 is to swim in seven iconic open water swims across
seven continents!
“For me, swimming in the open waters is like flying: there is always a degree of uncertainty, and I get uneasy
whenever I go through turbulence – and it is that bit of getting me out of my comfort zone that makes me
so addicted to both. When I found out that there were two races that would get me across the Rottnest
Channel, and that one of them offered a slightly longer route of 25km, I knew I had to be part of it.
Port to Pub will be the first step in my 2018 global journey. I am attempting to be the first person ever to
pull a ‘Continents Seven’ – undertaking a major, challenging swim in each of the seven continents within a
year. After Australia, I’ll head to South Africa, Bolivia, USA, Turkey, Hong Kong and finally Antarctica. I am
honoured to be starting the challenge in a country where swimming is almost a religion and which has so
much tradition and respect for the open waters.
My latest goal follows a number of long, cold and night swims during my career, including Manhattan’s 48km
circumnavigation, Alcatraz prison escape and Acapulco’s night marathon challenge.
There is always a ‘why?’ and I swim on behalf of the oceans: I fundraise for Ocean Recovery Alliance, a Hong
Kong non-for-profit that is close to my heart as it fights plastic waste in the oceans, rivers and lakes.”
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A PROUD SPONSOR OF
THE 2018 HOTEL ROTTNEST
PORT TO PUB SWIM

K&L Gates LLP. Global legal counsel in
Brisbane, Melbourne, Perth and Sydney,
and across four other continents.
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K&L Gates Corporate Cup
An increased number of corporate teams in the Port to Pub has led us alongside our legal sponsor K&L Gates - to launch the inaugural K&L Gates
Corporate Cup.
Teams of two, four and six will take part in the K&L Gates Corporate Cup
with the overall winning corporate duo, team of 4 or 6 winning
the competition.
The winning team scores a prestigious trophy for the office, a cash prize,
bragging rights on the Terrace and a framed photo to prove
your achievement!

© Peta North
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Jamie Loh Real Estate

|

Tom Loh
M 0407 446 024
E tom@jamieloh.com.au
9385 1416

|

www.jamieloh.com.au

E jamie@jamieloh.com.au

Jamie Loh
M 0418 916 260

in the Western Suburbs.

strong market understanding for selling and leasing

participants by providing rich local knowledge and a

We love the Port to Pub and supporting all the

Event preparation
Team Planning:
The boat skipper is in control and responsible for the safety and wellbeing of the swimmer/s and at all times must
follow all event rules and be aware of fellow skippers and their swimmers.
a. Setting the course: your skipper sets the course, and your paddler and swimmers must follow that course.
b. Efficient navigation: be prepared, plan and chart the course prior to the event.
c. Team procedures:
•

Confirm the start time of your wave; contact the starting swimmer on the morning of the swim. Also
discuss identification issues such as how your paddler will find your swimmer(s), and how your support
boat will keep track of your paddler and swimmer(s) and support boat find the paddler and swimmer.

•

Calculate approximately how long it will take your swimmer to reach the TAMS Tugboat at the 1500 metre
mark, depending on his/her ability. Calculating your swimmer speed is particularly important for 25km
ultra-marathon swimmers and support crew due to waiting for the swimmer to complete the 5km loop
before collecting at the 1000m from shore (green buoy).

•

Practice paddling alongside your swimmer(s). Get to know their style and stroke so you can easily identify
them.

•

Make a decision regarding the rotation of your swimmers and how long each swimmer will swim for,
depending on level of ability.

•

Prepare a list of food and fluid you’ll need for day.

d. Practise before event day: this includes hand signals with support crew and, importantly, getting in and out of the
boat during swimmer rotation.
e. Allocate roles for support crew. You’ll need a spotter to assist the skipper in conducting changeover. A second
person is needed to maintain visual contact with your swimmer, and other swimmers in close proximity to
the support boat. Maintain awareness of the health and condition of your swimmer(s). Look out for signs and
symptoms of swimmer illness and deterioration, including hypothermia and cramp.
f.

Make sure you / your team is aware of the race cut off times (listed in this booklet)

g. Ensure you know the procedures around withdrawing from the event (see event general rules)

The TAMS Tugboat will sit at the 1500 metre mark of the swim at Leighton Beach
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Swim tracker app
Well-known Western Australian swimmer and veteran of swimming the Rottnest Channel,
Andrew Hunt, developed the App for Port to Pub swimmers and spectators to follow
their progress and that of others. Spectators will be able to type in their swimmer or
team’s race number to see where they are on the field, and where they are coming in
their category, as well as pace.
Instructions for downloading and installing the Port to Pub app for iPhone and iPad

The Port to Pub app is free to download and can be used by both a swimmers crew, to share your location during the
swim, and by friends and family for tracking your location during the swim. The app also works will on an iPad with a
data SIM.

To install and configure the app follow these simple steps:
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1.

Download the Port to Pub from the iPhone App Store

2.

Run the Port to Pub app. You will see the dashboard page, which has some useful information for your crew
including how far you are from the start and finish of the swim. If you are sharing your location (instructions
below) the time you last shared your location will be shown at the bottom left of this page.

3.

The Map page shows a map of the area between Leighton and Rottnest with swimmer icons, colour coded
for the different categories. You can see where the other swimmers are, and if you are sharing your location,
you can check that your location is reaching the map. Normally the map should automatically refresh, but if
it doesn’t you can press the Refresh button to fetch the latest swimmer positions. To move the map to your
current location, and track your movements, you can press the arrow icon at the top left.

4.

The options page is where you can configure your swimmer details, and switch ON and OFF sharing your
location

1.

If you are a swimmer (or swimmers crew) and want to share your location, configure the settings as follows:

2.

Enter your swimmer (or team) number. Do not enter anything else here or it will not work. Just your number
(e.g. 45, or 126, or 56 etc). Note if you don’t have a swimmer number but desperately want to test the
system, then please use one of the test swimmer numbers in the range 700 to 800

3.

Choose your swimmer or team type.

4.

Enter your team name or your name if you are a Solo

5.

Choose a sharing frequency (1 minute is a good default)

6.

Switch Sharing ON to start sharing your location

7.

The Port to Pub app should now share your location with other Port to Pub apps whenever the Sharing is
switched to ON and the phone has a phone signal. You should check that you can see a swimmer icon with
your number on it at your current location on the map page. You should also check on another iPhone or
iPad that you can see the same swimmer icon.

8.

After testing that the tracking works, you can switch sharing to OFF, and then instruct your crew on how it
works. On the day of your swim, your crew can switch sharing ON at the beginning of the swim, and switch
it OFF at the end. They should also monitor whether it is working either by checking
the map page in the app, or asking someone with another copy of the app to see if they can see your location

Note that you can answer incoming calls, and the app will keep transmitting. You can also run other apps and the app
will keep transmitting.
Also note that you do not need to leave the screen running, you can press the button on the top of your iPhone to
save battery life and the app will continue to send location updates.
The Port to Pub app is optimized to minimize the use of power, but it still uses more power than if you don’t have the
app running.
In testing with a full battery charge the phone has lasted for up to 12 hours. However, if possible you should use a
source of extra power, like an iPhone battery extender, or if your boat has a 12V power source, a car charger to top
up the power during the swim.
Also remember to switch sharing OFF at the end of the swim so that the app will stop sending your location to the
web page and stop using your phone’s battery.

© Tony Hewitt
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Checklist - Solo swimmers
For the Support Boat
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•

VHF Radio – on Channel 77 for the duration of the event

•

Personal flotation devices on board and other required safety equipment

•

Department of Transport skipper information

•

Port to Pub skipper lanyard

•

Flag/light/hat for paddler and swimmer and paddler to easily identify the boat. For solos, there will only
be early light, so lights are best

•

Towels, emergency blankets and warm clothes in case you end up on the boat

•

Swimmer food and drinks – take more than enough! Label it clearly for support crew. Make sure you
have a food plan written out for your crew to follow

•

Food and drinks for support crew

•

Medication you may require. Notify support crew of your medical needs

•

Stop watch – one that can measure your stroke rate is great! Otherwise one support crew should be in
charge of your food stop timings

•

Spare goggles

•

Stingose/ice packs/antihistamines if you are prone to stinger reactions

•

Port to Pub handbook on board for the crew to refer to

•

Boat number stickers

•

Your phone (and charger)

•

Binoculars

•

First aid kit

•

Change of clothes for the finish

For solo swimmer on the start line
•

Swim suit

•

Suncream /Zinc

•

Race number tattoos

•

Goggles and spares

•

Cap

•

Seasickness medication if required

•

Wool fat/Vasoline/Glide – available from pharmacies

•

Organise someone to drop you and your paddler at the beach and to take your clothes

•

Water bottle – stay hydrated before, during and after the race!

•

Phone to contact boat and make sure your skipper and support boat and paddler are on time

•

Warm clothes for before the event

For your paddler
•

Make sure you have discussed with your paddler which side you would prefer them to paddle on, any
hand signals you will use

•

Bright clothing/lights/hat to help the swimmer and the boat identify the paddler

•

Sunglasses with a strap

•

Hat and sun cream (put cream on your feet!)

•

Wetsuit/rash vest (it can be cold at the start especially if you fall in)

•

2 x race number stickers for the kayak

•

Wear your wrist band for entry into the recovery tent. This is provided in the competitor race pack

© Peta North
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Checklist - Teams
For the boat
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•

VHF Radio – on Channel 77 for the duration of the event

•

Personal flotation devices on board and other required safety equipment

•

Department of Transport skipper information

•

Port to Pub skipper lanyard

•

Big flag/hat for paddler and swimmer to easily identify the boat

•

Towels get really wet and heavy as you continue to dry yourself. Pack a chamois or a microfiber/
absorbent towels and a big warm jacket to wrap around you each time

•

Food and drinks – pack plenty! Make sure it’s labeled easily for support crew to know it’s your water,
sports drink, coconut water

•

Food and drinks for support crew

•

Medication you may require

•

Stop watch. One support crew member should be in charge of timing your changeovers

•

Spare goggles

•

Stingose/ ice packs/antihistamines

•

Suncream/Zinc

•

Port to Pub handbook on board for the crew to refer to (and you can look up who other teams are
when you pass them!)

•

Boat number

•

Your phone (give it to your crew to have on the boat if you are leaving from the beach. Make sure your
support crew on the beach has a phone that you can call the boat crew with from the start)

•

Binoculars

•

First aid kit

•

Bag of clothes for the finish on the island

For swimmer starting off the beach
•

Swim suit

•

Race number tattoos

•

Goggles and spares (goggles have been known to break before the start!)

•

Port to Pub swim cap

•

Seasickness medication

•

Wool fat/Vasoline/Glide – all available from pharmacies

•

Organise someone to drop you and your paddler at the beach and to take your clothes. Be aware, the
car park will get very busy with people being dropped off, so allow plenty of time!

•

Water bottle

•

Phone to contact boat and make sure the boats on the way!

•

Warm clothes for before event

© Peta North
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Port to Pub Race Week:

Nutrition Dos and Don’ts
✓✓ Don’t change your diet dramatically in the week

✓✓ But AGAIN, only have what you have trialled in

✓✓ Stay well hydrated, keep the colour of your wee

✓✓ OPEN YOUR BOWELS as often as you can

✓✓ Try to get more sleep throughout the week rather

✓✓ If coffee/tea is part of your routine, GREAT!

leading up to race day.

clear to monitor hydration status.

than relying on the night before (and then stressing
about it).

✓✓ Race week is not a time to DIET and DEPLETE
glycogen stores.

✓✓ Carbo-loading isn’t fat loading.
✓✓ 2-3 days before the race, the majority of your meals

should be derived from carbohydrates. Think bread/
rice/pasta/cereal/starchy veg etc with a small
amount of protein/veg.

✓✓ Don’t overdo the fibre, you have permission to have

white bread, cereals, pasta etc. This will decrease the
residual load in your gut and the chance of stomach
upset on race day.

✓✓ Sugary drinks/foods are ok in the ‘carbo-load’ as

they don’t have a residual load on the gut and will
contribute towards your carbohydrate total.

✓✓ Have a dinner plan the night before, stick to your

normal pre-race ritual/routine, stick up for yourself
and don’t go out for dinner or eat a meal that you
haven’t tried pre-race/run beforehand.

✓✓ Eat a light breakfast >2-3 hours before the guns goes
off.

✓✓ KEEP IT SIMPLE, limit protein/fat as this is harder to
digest.

training.

pre-race.

Caffeine liberates your fat stores for fuel, decreases
the perception of pain and improves performance
(have caffeine during the swim too).

✓✓ Have a race nutrition plan that you have trialled in
training eg: gels, bars, electrolytes and water.

✓✓ Ensure your WONDERFUL support crew of

paddlers and crew men/women are aware of your
solo or group nutrition routine/regime. Eg: if you are
a solo swimmer, sit down with your paddler and map
out when/where/how/what you will consume each
time interval eg 20 or 30mins for example.

✓✓ Relax and bring the heart rate down as much as
possible pre-ingestion, as this will aid digestion.

✓✓ Have hot tea, milo, soup, liquids available to warm
you internally in case you get cold.

✓✓ Have savoury snack options on hand in case you get
SWEET flavour fatigue.

✓✓ Post-race, go straight to the PUB!!!.... after you have
adequately refuelled and hydrated.

✓✓ Chocolate milk, a milk of choice with Milo/Sustagen
or a CHO/Protein based supplement is easy to
digest and also rehydrates as well.

✓✓ Respect the distance, keep grazing on fuel

throughout the rest of the day to refuel glycogen
stores and repair muscle fibres.

David Bryant
Catalyst Dietitian
david@catalystdietitian.com.au
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Skipper preparation
Support boat skipper information

•

Follow transport protocols on your way to the event. It
will be dark, so have correct lighting. Allow plenty of time
due to boat traffic.

Boats withdrawing from the event must be at least
200 metres from the race channel and main fleet
before increasing their boat speed past 8 knots.

•

Support craft with single engines must be in neutral
during the exchange of swimmers and they should
not circle towards others swimmer’s paths during
pickups.

•

Support craft with twin engines must switch both
engines off completely during swimmer exchange.

•

Boats should not go astern at all. However, skippers
can use reverse thrust to stop the forward way of
their boat, to avoid swimmer, paddler or vessel
collision. This must be done in a controlled manner
with the skipper checking it is all clear directly behind
his boat before acting.

•

Extreme caution should be used when picking up
swimmers and paddlers. Solo swimmers have right
of way and interference should be avoided at all
cost. To note: If a solo swimmer is amongst team
swimmers the solo swimmer has right of way, please
be courteous and move around them.

•

Swimmers and boat crew must be aware of the
vessels engine/s status making sure the propeller is
not in use during swimmer exchange

•

All support boats must carry a marine VHF radio and
have DoT mandatory equipment for vessels traveling
more than 5 nautical miles from the mainland shore.
Please note 27MHz channels will not be monitored
as part of this event. Skippers must supply their
marine radio call sign and a support boat mobile
phone number and we recommend vessels to
register as a member of Fremantle Volunteer Sea
Rescue (Please provide your membership number if
you are a registered member).

•

Port to Pub recommends all vessels have a propeller
guard

Support boats should be positioned in a holding zone
(North or South) 45 minutes before their swimmers
allocated wave start.
It is recommended skippers become members of
Fremantle Rescue https://www.searescue.com.au/
membership.php
Boat skippers can accurately plot the 2018 courses via
the GPX file located on our website. http://porttopub.
com.au/p/skippers-and-paddlers In order to import the
GPX file, please consult your chartplotter/GPS system
user manual, or through online information sources.
All skippers must hold and be in possession of
recreational skipper’s ticket, or similar valid licence.
All support craft and tenders must have a valid licence
and registration. It is recommended support vessels be
5-12 metres in length, the support vessel needs to make
allowances for a skipper, paddler, water craft, spotter,
support crew, swimmer/s. Vessels of 10m and over are
advised to stay south of the channel and of the main
fleet. Tenders must have all safety equipment on board. It
is the skipper’s responsibility to make themselves aware
of the regulations and requirements related to travelling
to Rottnest Island.
(See www.dot.wa.gov.au)
Please note that if the support boat fails to meet
Department of Transport standards the swimmer/team
may face disqualification.

Support Boat Communications:
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•

All Traffic, including emergencies and mayday calls:
77VHF. Mayday or Pan-Pan calls. Urgent messages
such as a swimmer requiring medical assistance of
any kind.

•

General Traffic includes calls to locate a swimmer,
breakdown and general announcements from the
Race Day Emergency Team (navigation warning etc.)

•

All boats need to keep within an 8-knot speed limit
and stay ~10 metres from their swimmer.

Propeller Guards – WA supplier
RIB RESCUE
RIB Repair House
Unit 4, 12 Zeta Cres
O’Connor WA 6163
Email: info@ribrescue.com.au
Phone: (08) 9244 9515 / 0402 298 826

•

•

•

•

Support craft, paddlers and swimmers will be
advised of commercial vessels expected to pass
through the field by Fremantle Sea Rescue via radio
communications and Fremantle Sea Rescue vessels
on the water.

Support Boat – Recommended additional
safety equipment

Support craft and tenders must carry all required
safety equipment and a first aid kit (see below and
also www.dot.wa.gov.au)

12. High protection sunscreen

Skippers need to submit a marine incident report
form to the Department of Transport Marine Safety
Section within 48 hours of it occurring. It is the
skipper’s responsibility to submit the relevant reports
to the DoT.
Your boat must be licensed to carry your whole
team including, swimmer, paddler(s) and all support
crew. Refer to the Department of Transport’s rules
on boat size and occupants.

Support Boat Safety Equipment
All support boats must be equipped with all required
mandatory marine safety and emergency equipment as
per the WA Navigable Water regulations listed below
1.

11. A first aid kit is recommended, carrying a remedy for
seasickness and Stingose, or something similar

13. A sharp knife
14. Rope is useful for towing and various purposes
15. A good supply of fresh water supply is essential, with
the risk of sun and salt causing dehydration
16. Alternative power - spare outboard oars or paddle
to assist in case of power failure
17. A torch to use in emergency situation and checking
bilges
18. Heliograph mirror signalling device - a mirror to
reflect sun’s rays to shore and other vessels
19. Tool kit
20. Blanket, towels, sleeping bags, plastic sheets to keep
swimmers warm and to manage hypothermia

Recreational Skippers Ticket

2. Marine Radio VHF only (NB: MHz will not be
monitored for this event)
3.

Bilge Pump/Bailer
•

Boats greater than 7 metres must have bilge
pump fitted

•

Boats less than 7 metres must have bilge pump
or bailer bucket if bilge pump not fitted

4. Fire Extinguisher
5. Anchor and line
6. Lifejacket one life jacket (PFD type1) for each person
on board including all swimmer and paddlers
7. Orange flares a minimum of two hand held orange
flares
8. Parachute flares a minimum two parachute distress
rocket flares
9. EPIRB by law are required to carry an emergency
position indicating radio beacon (EPIRB)

© Clip Media Motion

10. See www.dot.wa.gov.au for more information
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The event
KEY TIMES:

5:20am
6:15am
6:20am
7:10am
10:30am
5:00pm
5:15pm

Registrations open at Fremantle Surf Lifesaving Club. There is limited parking
here, so please get dropped off. Register your team and pick up your timing
strap. Remember registration closes 30 minutes before your wave start.

Advance Australia Fair and blessing ritual

First swim wave commences – 25km ultra-marathon swimmers

Final wave leaves the beach
Closure of start line

First swimmers expected to the finish line on Rottnest Island

Event closes. All swimmers must be through the finish line or will be a DNF

Presentations at Hotel Rottnest

© Peta North
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E XCLUSIVE TO ROT TNEST E XPRESS

FREE

WA KIDS TRAVEL

TO ROTTO!
Quok ka Club
only!
members c
Ferry rides to Rottnest are FREE with
Rottnest Express when you join the
Quokka Club. This is an exclusive offer
to all WA kids aged 12 years and under!
It’s ferry ferry fun.

05271CDREX 0218

PLUS MEMBERS
RECEIVE EXCLUSIVE
BENEFITS AND
REWARDS!

Join now at: quokkaclub.com.au
*Terms & Conditions apply. Rottnest Island Admission Fee payable per trip.

Race commentators
Peter Bell and Rob Goyen will be the race commentators again in 2018 – keeping you
informed and entertained from the start to the finish of the race!
Peter is a former AFL player for Fremantle Dockers and North Melbourne Football Clubs
and was the Club Captain at the Dockers from 2001-2008. In later life, he became a wellknown AFL commentator and is a familiar voice across the airwaves these days as a cohost of the ABC Perth 720 Breakfast Programme (so he’s good for an early start!). He has
commentated the Port to Pub swim every year to date and we’re thrilled to have him back.
Rob is another familiar voice at many events around the state and has been race
commentator for Port to Pub in 2016 and 2017 - he’s also in high demand so we’re lucky to
have him.
Rob has a passion watching people push themselves outside there comfort zone and
reaching personal goals no matter how small or large they are. At the age of 34, he had
a major stroke and had to teach himself to talk and use his right side again, so knows and
respects the inner battles you all fight to achieve goals.
In November he will be celebrating 10 years of surviving the stroke by running 250km from
Perth to Dunsborough with the goal of motivating stroke survivors and others to take the
first step to recovery. He says “even if it’s walking, swimming or rolling your wheelchair one
metre at the start, you just need to take that first step as it will change your life”.

Olympian Libby Trickett with Rob Goyen and Peter Bell
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Event parking, skipper and swimmer drop-off
Swimmers
There is extremely limited parking in the vicinity of the event and we advise that swimmers and paddlers are dropped
off at the event.
There are public carparks to the north and south of Fremantle Surf Lifesaving Club. Traffic management will be in
place to direct you on the day.
Swimmers must not be dropped by support boats at Leighton Beach. Swimmers should be in contact with their
support craft to ensure the boats are in the holding area ~45 minutes before their swimmer’s allocated wave start
time.

Paddlers
5:30am - 7:00am: Ski drop off area
Paddlers, please drop your skis off at the Middle car park south of Fremantle Surf Lifesaving Club, between Coast
Port Beach and Vlamingh Parkland.

Swimmer registration, sign-on and start channel
All solo swimmers, and the duo and team starting swimmers must present themselves for registration at Fremantle
Surf Lifesaving Club. Check your wave start time and make sure you register in time. Registrations will close 30
minutes before your wave start.
Your coloured swimming cap is included in your registration pack.
Volunteers will assist you to apply your race tattoos. It is best to put your tattoo on first, then apply sunscreen.
When called by the announcer, the starting swimmer must ensure their timing strap is already attached to their ankle
and walk in to the swimmers enclosure and over the timing mat. The swim will now be registered with the event
timing as a confirmed starter. You need to do the same at the end of the race to get a finishing time, so you MUST
keep your timing strap on.
The start of each wave will be signalled by the sound of a loud shipping bell. The event announcer will commence the
countdown to start five minutes before each wave.

© Clip Media Motion
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Categories
1. Austral Fisheries 25km
ultra-marathon race
2. K&L Gates 19.75km solo race

3. Rottnest Express duo race
4. KC Australia Teams of four
5. KC Australia Teams of six

The Port to Pub has the following age group categories for competing duos and teams. Your age group is calculated
on the MEAN age of all participants.
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Category

Minimum Age

Juvies

14-17

Invincibles

18-29

Prime

30-39

Vintage

40-49

Veterans

50-59

Legends

60+

ASSISTED for any of the above and the solo. The
25km swim cannot be an assisted swim

Wetsuit only
Not classed as a ratified Channel swim

Prizes
Prizes will be awarded as follows to first, second and third solo swim place getters, and first and second place getters
in the team categories.
Prizes will also be awarded to the winners of age group categories .
CASH PRIZES

Austral Fisheries Solo 25km

K&L Gates Solo 19.7km

Rottnest Express Duo

KC Australia Teams of 4

KC Australia Teams of 6

1st

2nd

3rd

Male:
$500 voucher, Trade Winds Hotel
$500 cash

Male & Female:
$400 cash

Male & Female:
$200 cash

Male & Female:
$300 cash

Male & Female:
$150 cash

Female:
$500 voucher, Pier 21 Hotel
$500 cash
Male & Female:
$180 voucher, Hotel Rottnest
$400 cash
Male, Female & Mixed:
$180 voucher, Hotel Rottnest
$200 cash
Male, Female & Mixed:
$180 voucher, Hotel Rottnest
$200 cash
Male, Female & Mixed:
$180 voucher, Hotel Rottnest
$200 cash
Perpetual trophy

K&L Gates Corporate Cup

Male, Female &
Mixed:
$150 cash
Male, Female &
Mixed:
$150 cash
Male, Female &
Mixed:
$150 cash

Cash Prize
Framed photograph of the
winning team

Most entries: school

$1000 Hotel Rottnest voucher

Most entries: sports club

$1000 Hotel Rottnest voucher

Most entries: corporation

$1000 Hotel Rottnest voucher

Licence Plates
Successful, non-assisted solo 19.7km and 25km ultra-marathon swimmers are eligible for Port to Pub licence plates.
We were pretty excited to see the first batch hit the roads in December 2017. Successful solos will be contacted with
information on how to apply for the plates after the 2018 event.
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WA Family Owned & Operated since 1981

Uniform & Branding Solutions

Business Apparel
Sport & Club Uniforms
Hi Vis & Workwear
Promotional Items
Event Merchandise
design. develop. deliver

kcaustralia@kcaust.com.au | 08 9244 1221
www.kcaust.com.au

Proud Premium Sponsor &
Merchandise Supplier of Port to Pub

Wave Start Times and Cap Colours
Wave No.

Reg. Closes

Start Time

Cap Colour

Category

Race No.

1

5:50am

6:20am

Yellow

Solo 25km
(Male and Female)

0-99

2

6:00am

6:30am

Blue

Solo 19.7km
(Male and Female)

101-199

3

6:05am

6.35am

Orange

South Cott Physio
Dream Team
vs Subiaco Sports Massage
Steam Team

4

6:10am

6:40am

Green

Duo
(Male, Female and Mixed)

201-399

5

6:20am

6:50am

Pink

Teams of 4 (Mixed)

401-599

6

6:30am

7:00am

Pink

Teams of 4
(Male and Female)

401-599

7

6:40am

7:10am

Orange

Teams of 6
(Male, Female, Mixed)

601-799

Race Official Vessels

© Tony Hewitt

The Race Officials’ boats will be identified with bright yellow “Official” signage.
Any direction from a Race Official must be strictly followed at all times. Boat
skippers are in charge of their boats and swimmers risk on-the-spot fines from
the Department of Transport for not following instructions. Race Officials’
decisions are final.
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How to pay your
Rottnest Island
Admission Fee
NOTE: Payment must be completed
prior to event
Step 1:
Visit www.rottnestisland.com/porttopub
and follow link to the online booking page

Step 2:
Fill in your details and make credit card payment

Step 3:
Retain your receipt for
proof of payment
Ensure you have your vessel’s details and credit card
available at the time you make payment

Important information
Event Cancellation
The event is dependent on good weather conditions. The Race Committee and the Race Director have the
responsibility to cancel the event if adverse weather conditions occur. All participants will be notified of a cancellation,
and no swimmer or team is to disregard this decision. No refunds will be issued if the event is cancelled, however, all
swimmers will be given the right to compete in the following year’s event. In the event of a cancellation, swimmers
will be notified of cancellation of the event through their skipper who will receive an SMS on the morning of the swim
and notified by organisers via VHF Channel 77. Updates will go out via social media channels. The Event announcer
will also broadcast any cancellation of the event. We will be notifying skipper, PLUS all solos swimmers, and team
captains.

Weather-Rating Matrix
A weather rating matrix is used to help determine whether the event is safe to start or continue with consultation
with the Bureau of Meteorology, Fremantle Sea Rescue, Department of Transport and the Fremantle Port.

Plan for All Weather
Make sure you’re prepared for any weather situation on the day. Pack extra towels, emergency blankets and clothes
if the wind makes you cold, pack sunscreen, and pack sea sickness medication if you’re prone to developing it. Make
sure you check weather, wind and tide forecasts in the days leading up to the swim. We will be providing weather
guidance on the day of the event via our communications channels. The Port to Pub will be supplying each entrant
with space blankets to be used on the day to assist with maintaining swimmers’ body heat , the blankets will be
supplied within your race pack.

Stay on course
Please remain as close to the designated course rhumb line. Vessels straying too far from the course will be advised by
officials to return to the course.

Insurance
The event has a public liability policy that covers the event. The Race Committee does not accept liability for personal
or property damage resulting from your participation in the event. We strongly recommend that all participants
ensure that they are adequately insured for the risks present on the day of the event. You can take out swimmer
insurance via your registration form.

Joining Fremantle Sea Rescue
We recommend all skippers participating in the Port to Pub register with Fremantle Sea Rescue which is operating
search and rescue for the event. Fremantle Sea Rescue will add all skipper and boat details into its database. On the
day it means it is able to locate missing or troubled vessels (and therefore crew) much more easily and quickly. It will
then quickly have to hand skipper contact details and other information as well.

Presentation of Prizes
Prizes will be presented at the Rottnest Hotel at 5:15pm.
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The start channel
Support boat holding areas
1. Prior to the start of their swimmers wave, support
boat will be required to wait in a holding area, north
and south of swimming exclusion channel.
2. Support boats must not approach their swimmers
within a distance of 1000m of the mainland.
3. North will be 600 metres north of the start channel
(adjacent railway pedestrian bridge)
4. South will be 600 metres south of the start channel
adjacent the (Coast Port Beach restaurant)
5. Support boats may choose which holding area to
wait at and should be in position waiting to enter
either north or south of the holding area, 45 minutes
before their swimmer’s allocated wave start time.
6. The support boats must have their marine radios on
and tuned to VHF channel 77. The boat coordinator
will call support boats to the front of the holding area
15 minutes before swimmers’ wave start time.
7. Race Official boats will patrol along the holding areas
to ensure support boats maintain position behind the
buoys.

Paddlers
Paddlers must leave the shore only from the designated
paddle craft departure point located on the south of the
start channel (refer to map). Paddlers must observe and
follow their swimmer’s allocated wave start time.
Paddle craft may only enter the start channel to meet
their swimmer after the 500m buoys (two large white
buoys). Paddlers can arrange to meet their swimmer at
either the north or south 500m buoys (white).
Paddlers for the 25km ultra -marathon have a designated
meeting point to collect their swimmer 'Ultra-Marathon
Paddle craft holding zone'. This is located on the ocean
side of the '25km turn buoy 1&3' (see map). Paddlers are
advised to collect their swimmer after the first turn and
accompany their swimmer around the 5km loop. You
should consider providing all swimmer nutrition/fluids
before meeting up with the support boat at the 1000m
from shore buoy after the 5km loop (two large green
buoys).
Support boats must not accompany 25km ultra-marathon
swimmers around the 5km loop; this is solely the
paddlers’ role.

Practice paddling alongside your swimmer. Get to know
their style and stroke so you can easily identify them.
After the event, paddlers are welcome to join swimmers
in the recovery area located in Hotel Rottnest. You will
need to wear the wrist band supplied in the briefing bag
for access to this area.

Support boats
After moving to the front of the holding area as directed
by the boat coordinator on VHF channel 77, the boat
coordinator will then advise the support boat to move
from the front of the holding area to the start channel.
Support boats moving from the holding area to start
channel should avoid mixing with the previous wave
support boats leaving the start channel area.
Support boats may only meet up with their swimmer
after the 1000 metre buoys (two green buoys).
Unaccompanied swimmers must not proceed beyond the
1500 metre TAMS Tugboat.
25km ultra-marathon skippers need to plan with their
swimmer the approximate time it will take for the
swimmer to complete the 5km loop, and to reach the
1000m from shore buoys (two green buoys).
Skippers should plan to arrive in a holding zone 45
minutes before their swimmer is expected to arrive
at the 1000m from shore collection point (two green
buoys)

Misplaced (unaccompanied) swimmer
A large tugboat (TAMS Tugboat) will be anchored at
the 1500 metre mark. Unaccompanied swimmers must
swim to the TAMS Tugboat, tread water and must not go
beyond the 1500 metre vessel.
If the swimmer has not been joined by their support boat
after 20 minutes, they will be returned to Leighton Beach.
Once the support boat has been located, swimmers and
paddlers may proceed beyond the TAMS Tugboat. No
duo or team member swimmer changeovers are to take
place in the first 1000 metres for safety reasons.
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1500m TAMS Tugboat
[No swimmers past
1500m TAMS Icon Vessel
without support boat]

No boats within 1km from shore

Channel buoys the direct course (Refer to full course map)
Buoys will be placed at the 4km, 7km, 10km, 11km, 12km, 13km, 14km, 15km, 16km and 17km marking the most
direct course line.
There will also be red coloured buoys to the north of the rhumb line at the 10km, 14km, 17km marks. Swimmers
must remain south of these buoys.

Channel buoys for the 25km ultra-marathon course (Refer to full course map)
Ultra-marathon swimmers will swim out to the 'ultra-marathon turn-buoy 1&3' (pink buoy) and make a 90 degrees
clockwise turn. Swimmers will head north for 2.62km staying on the western side of the course until the large
'ultra-marathon 2.62km turn buoy 2' (pink buoy). Competitors will make a 180 degree clockwise turn and return
to the south for 2.62km staying on the eastern side of the course until the 'ultra-marathon turn buoy 1&3' (pink
buoy). Competitors make a 90 degree clockwise turn and proceed along the direct course to the finish line at Hotel
Rottnest.
Buoys will be placed at the 9km, 12km, 15km, 16km, 17km, 18km, 19km, 20km, 21km, and up until the 22km marking
the most direct course line. The final 3 km of marker buoys are shown in the map of the finishing channel below
There are buoys (red) placed north of the rhumb line at 15km, 19km, 22km marks. Swimmers must remain south of
these buoys at all times.

© Tony Hewitt
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31 59.802 S
115 33.024 E

[24km] [23km]

[22km]

[21km]

[20km]

15km
[19km]
[18km]

14km 13km

GPS location are approximate and should only be used as a guide.

[17km]

12km

NOTE: This map is not to scale and is for indicative purposes only. It should
not be used for marine navigation purposes.

31 59.811 S
115 33.659 E

31 59.859 S
115 32.555 E

Hotel
Rottnest

31 59.925 S
115 34.915 E

31 59.706 S
115 34.319 E

31 59.812 S
115 34.294 E

16km

32 00.038 S
115 35.536 E

31 59.992 S
115 36.197 E
32 00.151 S
115 36.157 E

Finish line

32 00.263 S
115 36.778 E

19km 18km 17km

32 00.376 S
115 37.399 E

Full course

[16km]
[15km]

11km 10km

32 00.488 S
115 38.020 E

2.50pm
4.15pm
4.45pm

Yellow
Orange & Phillip
Rock
Yellow

18km [23km]
19km [24km]

[12km]

7km

FINISH
HOTEL ROTTNEST

15km [20km]

20km race course - White
25km race race course - Pink

[9km]

4km

12.00pm

Orange

[2.61km]

Start line

5.00pm

8.50am

Icon Vessel

1.5km [6.5km]
10km [15km]

Cut-off Time

Marker Buoys

32 00.938 S
115 40.505 E

32 00.389 S
115 38.695 E
32 00.601 S
115 38.641 E

Location

32 01.275 S
115 42.369 E

32 00.240 S
115 44.913 E
32 01.723 S
115 44.854 E

Course details
19.75 km course

25 km course

Buoy Colour

START

Latitude

Longitude

32 01.723 S

115 44.854 E

2.5km turn buoy 2

Pink

32 00.272 S

115 44.908 E

4km

9km

Orange

32 01.275 S

115 42.369 E

7km

12km

Yellow

32 00.938 S

115 40.505 E

10km buoy

15km

Orange

32 00.601 S

115 38.641 E

10km North Boundary

10km North
Boundary

Red

32 00.389 S

115 38.695 E

11km

16km

Yellow

32 00.488 S

115 38.020 E

12km

17km

Orange

32 00.376 S

115 37.399 E

13km

18km

Yellow

32 00.263 S

115 36.778 E

14km

19km

Orange

32 00.151 S

115 36.157 E

14km North Boundary

14km North
Boundary

Red

31 59.992 S

115 36.197 E

15km

20km

Yellow

32 00.038 S

115 35.536 E

16km

21km

Orange

31 59.925 S

115 34.915 E

17km

22km

Yellow

31 59.812 S

115 34.294 E

17km North Boundary

17km North
Boundary

Red

31 59.706 S

115 34.319 E

18km

23km

Orange

31 59.811 S

115 33.659 E

19km buoys

24km

Yellow

31 59.802 S

115 33.024 E

31 59.859 S

115 32.555 E

FINISH
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Rottnest Island approach
Finish channel buoys
(18km/23km Buoy, [Phillip Rock]): A large (orange) buoy will be set adjacent to Phillip Rock to form a gate and
mark the northern boundary (NB: this is not the rhumb line) at approximate, Latitude 31 59.811 S, Longitude 115
33.659 E. The cut-off time for this location is 4:15pm.
(18.2km, 18.4km, 18.6km, 18.8km buoys): Pink markers buoys indicate the rhumb line every 200m to intersect the
19km Gate (2 x yellow buoys)
(19km/24km gate): Two large (yellow) buoys marked (19km/24km [No Boats]) is set to form a target for
swimmers to pass through. All duo and team members may enter the water and continue together at this point.
All support boats must depart from their swimmer(s) once they have reached this point and peel off either to the
north or south of the finish channel and allow the swimmer(s) to continue with their paddler. The cut off time for
this location is 4:45pm.
(19.1km, 19.2km, 19.3km buoys): Between the 19km gate and the final 400m Swim Channel, there are directional
pink marker buoys at 19.1km and 19.2km. At 19.3km, there will be large inflatable welcome billboards to aim
for. If the swimmers pass through these directional marker buoy gates and inflatable banners they will reach the
entrance to the final 400m Swim Channel.
(Final 400m swim channel): A gate formed by two large inflatable billboards will form a gate to mark the start of
the 400-metre swim channel, all swimmers must pass through. Paddlers will exit at the final 400 metre mark, unless
you are supporting a swimmer within the 25km solo category or the 19.7km solo category, in which case, you are
required to support that swimmer to shore.
Swimmers must swim between the marked float lines for the last 400 metres. Swimmers should be careful through
the mooring area and throughout Thomson Bay.
Paddlers must return craft to boat or drag craft to a safe spot high up onto the beach to collect. Boats are to drop
off support crew who wish to stay on the Island at the fuel jetty, and then moor or return to Perth.

© Clip Media Motion

Swimmers, support crew and paddlers should organise a spot to meet once the race is complete.
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Swimmer safety and cut off times
Cut–off times have been set along the course. All swimmers that do not meet the cutoff times, including solos, will be immediately disqualified from the race. Swimmers can
choose to return to the mainland, or continue to Rottnest Island. These times have been
set in the best interests of the health and safety of swimmers.
If instructed by Race Officials, swimmers must leave the water and return to their
support vessel.
Swimmer cut-off times – 19.75km direct course
Location 19.75km Course

Marker Buoy/s

Cut-off Times

TAMS Tugboat

08.50am

10km

Orange

12.00pm

15km

Yellow

02.50pm

18km

Orange

04.15pm

19k

Yellow

04.45pm

Rottnest Island

05.00pm

Marker Buoy/s

Cut-off Times

TAMS Tugboat

08.50am

15km

Orange

12.00pm

20km

Yellow

02.50pm

23km

Orange

04.15pm

24km

Yellow

04.45pm

Rottnest Island

05.00pm

1.5km TAMS Tugboat

Finish Line

Swimmer cut-off times – 25km ultra-marathon course
Location 25km Course
6.5km TAMS Tugboat

Finish Line
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Swimmer changeover
The key people involved in the safe management of solo,
duo, and teams of 4 and 6 are the boat skipper and any
team spotters.
Swimmer responsibilities: Swimmers must clearly tag the
next swimmer by slapping hands above the water.
Skipper responsibilities: during changeover, skippers
of boats with single propellers must put their boat
into neutral and only engage them when instructed by
the spotter. Skippers of boats with double outboards
must turn the engine completely off before taking the
swimmer on board.
•

Support craft with single engines must be in neutral
during the exchange of swimmers and they should
not circle towards others swimmers’ paths during
pickups.

•

Support craft with twin engines must switch both
engines off completely during swimmer exchange

•

Boats should not go astern at all. However, skippers
can use reverse thrust to stop the forward way of
their boat, to avoid swimmer, paddler or vessel
collision. This must be done in a controlled manner
with the skipper checking it is all clear directly
behind his boat before acting.

•

Extreme caution should be used when picking up
swimmers and paddlers. Solo swimmers have right
of way and interference should be avoided at all
cost.

record the finish time. Other duo and team members
may pass through the finishing arch but this is not
compulsory. The swimmers must make sure they return
their timing strap once through the finishing arch. Timing
straps must be returned before 5:00pm, and a lost
timing strap, or strap not handed in, will incur a $40 fee
by blueChip Timing.
Swimmers may have their photograph taken by the
official event photographer.
At 5:00pm, race officials will reconcile all entries to
identify those who have not finished/crossed over the
finish mat.
These entrants will be called on marine radio VHF
channel 77.
Qualified medical personnel in the first aid tent will be
available to check the conditions of the swimmers post
event.

The spotter’s responsibility is to provide assistance to
the skipper to ensure safe changeover and ensure the
safety of other swimmers and support craft.
Swimmers are encouraged and recommended for safety
reasons to swim a minimum of one minute before
changeover to avoid risks associated with changeovers in
congested areas.

Swimmer sign-off
The swimmer wearing the timing strap must pass
through the finishing arch and over the timing mat to

© Tony Hewitt

No duo or team member swimmer changeovers are to
take place in the first 1000 metres for safety reasons.
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Port to Pub Event Rules 2018

Applies to the Port to Pub swim and the 25km ultra-marathon
1. FINA Rules for open water swimming apply to
and 25km ultra-marathon, in regards to swim suits,
feeding, drafting. Fina rules may change from time to
time. It is the responsibility each swimmer to ensure
compliance.
2. Solos (19.7km only), duos, teams of 4 and teams
of 6 swim categories may swim with assistance
(wetsuit), but will not be recorded as ratified swims,
and are not eligible for Port to Pub or RCS number
plates, or prizes.
3. Registrations close 30 minutes prior to your wave
start. If you are not registered by this time you will
not be permitted to start the race. Each solo swimmer and one swimmer from each duo or team will
collect their timing band to be worn on the left ankle
for the entire duration of the race.
4. All solo swimmers (19.7km and 25km ultra-marathon) must have completed a 10km open water
swim in less than 4 hours 15 minutes within a two
year time frame prior to the event date, or have
completed a solo Rottnest Channel crossing (Port to
Pub or Rottnest Channel Swim) in the last 2 years to
enter. Solo swimmers must show evidence of a qualifying swim via the registration form in the “Additional
Questions” section.
5. The minimum age of all swimmers at the date of the
swim is 13 years, in accordance with WA Swimming
and Swimming Australia rules.
a. 13-year-olds can only compete in duo and team
events of the Port to Pub, and must have parental or guardian consent to take part in the event
found in the waiver section of the registration
form.
b. Solo swimmers must be at least 14 years old, and
have parental or guardian consent to take part in
the event.

c. All swimmers under 18 years of age must have
parent or guardian consent to participate in the
event. All solo swimmers must have completed
the qualifying standards.
6. Swimmers and paddlers must be accompanied by a
support boat. A paddler is recommended, but is not
compulsory. Stand up paddle boards are not allowed.
7. All swimmers must have their race number on their
arms for the event. Number tattoos are provided
through your registration in your competitor bags
received at the briefing event.
8. You must be officially registered to swim the Port
to Pub and 25km ultra-marathon swims. Failure to
adhere to this rule, will result in a two year ban from
the event.
9. Swimmers are required to wear a timing strap. They
must cross over the timing mat and enter the swimmers starting chute for the timing strap to register.
Swimmers must also cross over the finish line mat
to register the official swim time. Timing straps must
be handed over at the end of the race all will incur a
fine.
10. Swimmers must wear their dedicated Port to Pub
swim cap at all times throughout the event. Artificial propulsion devices are not to be used, nor any
flotation devices. Gloves and socks including, but not
limited to, compression socks are not to be worn.
11. Swimmers are not permitted to receive any form of
assistance during the swim, including drafting or holding on to an escort boat or another swimmer. This
applies to the active swimmer of a duo and team,
and all solo swimmers.
12. The Port to Pub swim will have two categories of
swimmers: UNASSISTED and ASSISTED.
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UNASSISTED CATEGORY - Swimsuits must
comply with FINA's Open Water Swimming Rules.
FINA states that a complying suit:

If only one team member wears a wetsuit, the team
is still categorised as ASSISTED.

a. Is of a woven textile material

k. Solo swimmers that swim with a wetsuit will be
recorded in the ASSISTED SOLO category.

b. Does not cover the neck

l.

c. Does not extend beyond the shoulders or ankles.
d. Does not have a zip or other fastening system
A list of approved swimsuits can be found on the FINA
website. It is the swimmer’s responsibility to ensure their
swimsuit complies with FINA rules.
Swimmers MAY NOT:
e. Wear any item with neoprene or any other buoyant
material.
f.

Wear anything not within the FINA rules or within
the Port to Pub exemptions

g. Wear various types of in ear or outter ear
headphones.
Swimmers MAY:
h. Wear two suits as long one suit only comprises of a
brief or bikini.
i.

Wool Fat/Lanolin/Vasoline

j.

Wear goggles

k. Wear a nose clip
l.

Wear two caps as long as the outer cap is the Port
to Pub cap to show swimmers category

m. Wear ear plugs
n. Wear a rash vest
ASSISTED CATEGORY:
a. Wetsuits must be no thicker than 5mm
b. Race numbers must be written on race swim cap.
c. All of the components of the wetsuit must fit the
swimmers body tightly;
d. May wear a brief or bikini underneath the wetsuit
e. May wear Wool Fat/Lanolin/VasolineMay wear
goggles
f.

May wear two caps as long as outer cap is the Port
to Pub category cap

g. May wear a nose clip
h. May wear ear plugs
i.
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j.

May wear a rash vest

ASSISTED swimmers will not be competing against
UNASSISTED for prizes and/or records. They
will not be eligible for Port to Pub or RCS number
plates.

13. Each swimmer has indemnified Port to Pub Pty
Ltd, the Port to Pub committee, Department of
Transport, Fremantle Port Authority, Fremantle
Volunteer Sea Rescue, Rottnest Island Authority,
Fremantle Surf Lifesaving Club, City of Perth Surf
Life Saving Club and their officers and swim officials
against any claim for damages or injury arising from
conduct of the swim.
14. Participation in these events is voluntary and the
organisation’s officials or volunteers can accept no
liability on the day of the Port to Pub swim.
15. Swimmers must complete sections of the event in
specific times (refer to cut-off times). If solo, duo
or team swimmers have not reached the stipulated
distances within the time limit; they must leave the
water and travel by their support boat to the finish
or back to the mainland. Those who don’t meet
specified cut-off times will be disqualified from the
event immediately.
16. The start of the event will be signalled by air horn
or bell or other starting device. Count-down to the
start will commence 5 minutes before the allocated
time by the event starter. It is the responsibility of
the swimmer to ensure their support boat is on
time
17. Swimmers will swim alone in the starting channel for
the first 500 metres. They must meet their paddler
around the 500m buoy and may then continue to
the 1000 metre buoy where they meet their support
boat.
18. No duo or team member swimmer changeovers
are to take place in the first 1000 metres for safety
reasons. (Unless the swimmer is in distress and
requires assistance).
19. During swimmer changeover, swimmers will tag at
least 10 metres from the support boat in a visible
manner (above water surface).

20. In the case of a shark sighting, paddlers and team
swimmers must leave the water within a 1km
radius of the sighting. Vessels are to remain in their
location until the Race Director advises it is safe
for swimmers and paddlers in that zone to re-enter
the water and continue with the event without
disqualification. Solo swimmers, you can remain in
the water but do so at your own risk. If you leave
the water, your swim will be regarded as abandoned
/ aborted in line with FINA rules, and will not be
recorded as an official solo crossing. If you choose
to stay in the water, you and your support boat
must remain stationary until the Race Director
declares the zone clear and the race back underway.
21. There is no set swimming time or order for team
swimmers, although Port to Pub recommends at
least 1-2 minutes of swimming before changeover
for safety reasons and to reduce the risk of injury.
22. Boat engines must be in neutral when picking up and
taking a swimmer on board, and support boats must
not back up to pick up a swimmer. The swimmer
must be on the windward or weather side of the
boat. An extra lookout must be positioned at the
transom (back) of the boat if the boat driver is
unsighted when picking up a swimmer.
23. Swimmers must enter Thomson Bay between the
18km orange buoy and Phillip Rock.
24. Any protest regarding competitors conduct or race
rules must be lodged in writing to the race director
by 4:00pm on race day. A decision will be made by
the committee in accordance to the Port to Pub
event rules, based on any evidence given and the
judgment of the officials.
25. The event finishes at 5:00pm and all services will
cease. All competitors who are in the water are
required to leave the water, as officials will no longer
provide swimmer safety support and assistance.

26. Support vessels / skippers
27. On the event day, skippers must have a working
VHF Radio tuned to channel 77 and also have a
registered mobile phone number with Port To Pub
to allow officials to contact them during the event if
required.
28. It is recommended support vessels be 5-12 metres
in length, the support vessel needs to make
allowances for a skipper, paddler, water craft,
spotter, support crew, swimmer/s. Vessels of 10m

and over are advised to stay south of the channel
and of the main fleet. Tenders must have all safety
equipment on board. It is the skippers responsibility
to make themselves aware of the regulations and
requirements related to travelling to Rottnest Island.
(See www.dot.wa.gov.au). Please note that if the
support boat fails to meet Department of Transport
standards the swimmer/team may face disqualification.
29. Support boats MUST NOT make way astern.
This means they must not move backwards. To
avoid danger (to a vessel, a swimmer, a paddler,
etc.) a skipper is permitted to use astern (reverse)
thrust – BUT ONLY TO STOP OR SLOW THE
VESSEL’S FORWARD WAY. The vessel MUST
NOT make way astern (i.e. move backwards) under
any circumstances. If you need to stop or slow the
vessel’s forward way, they must ensure it is safe
to do so (i.e. no swimmer or paddler immediately
behind the vessel).
30. For solos swimmers, a support vessel may support
two swimmers but must comply with the following
rules:
20. Swimmers need to swim in close proximity to
each other and at a similar pace – proximity is no
greater than 20 metres in distance.
21. Each swimmer must have its own paddler.
22. You must stay with the slowest swimmer, and
swimmers must be aware this could affect their
overall race time.
23. If a swimmer is injured or needs assistance, both
swimmers must stop. The other swimmer must
stay and tread water until the boat is able to
proceed or withdraw from the event due to the
support boat requiring action to render the solo
swimmer medical assistance.
31. Support vessels must display race number stickers
supplied in the briefing pack. All vessels are to be
registered in accordance with Navigable Waters
Regulations 1958 and carry all required equipment
to make a successful journey to Rottnest Island and
back to Perth mainland.
32. All boats need to keep within an 8-knot speed limit
and stay ~10 metres from their (slowest swimmer
if supporting two solo swimmers) swimmer. Boats
withdrawing from the event must be at least 200
metres from the race channel and main fleet before
increasing speed past 8 knots.
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33. Vessels with single propellers must be in neutral
during the exchange of swimmers on and off the
boat. Vessels with twin outboard motors must
ensure their engines are switched off entirely during
swimmer exchange.Swimmers and escort craft shall
give way to commercial shipping. All team swimmers
who have not passed the east point of the shipping
channel by 9.30am will be cleared from the water
and transported to a point west of the shipping
channel, and will be disqualified from the event.
34. The Fremantle Port Authority’s commercial shipping
channel (Gage Roads) will be open during the event.
The Port to Pub Communications Base will advise
support craft of commercial vessels expected to
pass through the field. The Port is the controlling
authority for vessels travelling through the field.
35. If a commercial vessel crosses the race course, a
safety officer on a boat moored at the inner limited
of the channel will order the swimmers to stop
and board their support boat. The swimmer may
re-enter the water when the danger has passed
and continue the event. Swimmers will not be
disqualified.
36. All competitors must cross the Fremantle Port’s
commercial swimming channel (Gage Roads) by
10:30am. The Port to Pub Communications Base
will radio a warning ahead of time, and broadcast
this alert at 10:00am. Failure to cross Gage Roads
in time will require the swimmer to leave the water
and board their support boat and exit the event.

39. If a support boat has not located its swimmer by
the 1500 metre buoy, the boat skipper must advise
Swim Base by marine radio (VHF CH77) and await
further instructions.
40. No alcohol is to be consumed during the event by
swimmers or support crew.
41. Support boats are not permitted within the final 600
metres.

Paddlers
42. Paddlers must display race number stickers supplied
in briefing pack on the front
43. Support paddlers are to assemble at the buoys 500
metres offshore five minutes prior to wave start.
44. Paddlers will exit at the final 400 metre mark
unless supporting a swimmer within the 25km solo
category and the 19.7km solo category, in which
case you are required to support that swimmer to
shore.
45. Paddlers must not proceed beyond the 1500 metre
mark (icon vessel) without their support vessel and
swimmer.

37. Support boats must assemble in clearly designed
holding areas to the north and south of the swim
channel. Support boat skippers will be notified just
prior to their swimmer wave by VHF Channel 77
and will proceed to join up with swimmer at the
1000 metre mark. Swimmers cannot be dropped off
at the start line by their support boat. All vessels are
required to log onto channel 77 and provide call sign
details at the commencement of their event and log
off channel 77 at the cessation of their event.
38. If a swimmer is unaccompanied by their support
boat at the 1500 metre mark (icon tug boat), they
are instructed to swim to the moored icon tug
boat and tread water. Port to Pub staff will contact
swim base to notify them of your location and that
you are awaiting support vessel. Swimmers may
re-enter the event on the arrival of their support
boat. Swimmers may tread water for 20 minutes
and, if no support boat arrives, the swimmer must
withdraw from the event and return to the beach.

© Clip Media Motion
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Emergencies & first aid
SWIMMERS:
If you become distressed in any way, raise one hand above head to alert your
paddler, skipper and emergency boats
Rescue procedures during event
Fremantle Sea Rescue will provide on-water services to the event from the 1500 metre mark to 400 metres from
the finish line at Rottnest. Fremantle Surf Lifesaving Club (FSLSC) will provide support to the 1500 metre mark, and
City of Perth Surf Lifesaving Club will manage the last 400 metres of the event, with support from FREMANTLE SEA
RESCUE. FSLSC will provide extra resources including boats, lifesavers and equipment. It will also manage the start of
the race on the beach in front of the Club’s premises.
The overarching Emergency procedure for the Port to Pub swim is as follows:
1. Fremantle Sea Rescue identifies a problem or accepts radio call for assistance
2. Fremantle Sea Rescue take a course of action (e.g. direct resources to deal with it,
or contact Water Police)
3. Fremantle Sea Rescue advises the Port to Pub Race Director of the incident and action
4. Race Director advises of any changes
5. Refer to incident Response Chart

Support Boat Radio Communications Chart
•

All Traffic including emergencies and mayday calls: 77VHF.

•

Mayday or Pan Pan calls only. Urgent messages such as a swimmer requiring medical assistance of any kind.

•

General Traffic includes calls to locate a swimmer, breakdown and general announcements from the Race Day
Emergency Team (navigation warning etc.)

•

NB: Non-race related urgent message/emergencies to FREMANTLE SEA RESCUE: VHF Channel 16
VESSEL EMERGENCY
Requiring EMERGENCY on water assistance for boat
sinking, fire or other major incident
SWIMMER EMERGENCY
Requiring EMERGENCY on water assistance for
missing swimmer, drowning, severe hypothermia,
injury from boat, heart attack
ASSISTANCE REQUIRED
Swimmer withdrawals, misplaced swimmer, suspected
hypothermia, injury, illness advice, and all other
boating communication
SHARK SIGHTING

SHARK ATTACK
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RADIO CALL PORT to PUB SWIM BASE
VHF CHANNEL 77
“Mayday, Mayday, Mayday! Our position is …Our emergency is…”
Then communicate your race number, boat registration number, and
follow instructions
RADIO CALL PORT to PUB SWIM BASE
VHF CHANNEL 77
“Pan-Pan, Pan-Pan, Pan-Pan! Our position is …Our emergency is…”
Then communicate your race number, boat registration number, and
follow instructions
RADIO CALL PORT to PUB SWIM BASE
VHF CHANNEL 77
“Port to Pub Swim base, this is Port to Pub swim race number…”
State your issue / ask question and listen for instructions.
RADIO CALL PORT to PUB SWIM BASE
VHF CHANNEL 77
State details of the sighting, your approximate location on the swim
course (or GPS), and listen for instructions
RADIO CALL PORT to PUB SWIM BASE
VHF CHANNEL 77
“Mayday, Mayday, Mayday!” Our position is …Our emergency is…”
Then communicate your race number, boat registration number, and
follow instructions

Preparing for emergency situations
You need to:
•

Clearly display your race number boat stickers on both sides of your support boat and paddle craft. If you have a
tender, put one sticker on the tender and one on the paddle craft.

•

Ensure your radio is on and working, with volume turned up to ensure emergency vessels can
contact you

•

Have provisions for seasickness and procedures for treatment of swimmers and support crew

•

Pack first aid supplies for all emergencies, including sunburn, dehydration, mild hypothermia and stingers

•

Ensure adequate food and fluids, including warm water

•

Refer to your skipper lanyards for further information

Mayday emergency (boat sinking or on fire)
A Mayday emergency is one in which the support boat is in grave and imminent danger requiring immediate action to
isolate, control and eliminate dangers and may require immediate rescue.
The support boat skipper is instructed that when they become aware of the situation, to signal “Mayday, Mayday,
Mayday!” via the VHF channel 77 and then communicate their position and race number. This will be relayed to
emergency vessels, which will respond.
Fire emergency procedures embrace three essential requirements. In most cases they will be initiated concurrently.
They are as follows:
1. Ensure the safety of the of all support crew and swimmers
2. If there are unnecessary risks associated with attempts to control the fire, with everyone from the support boat
3. Evacuate the area

Pan-pan emergency (vessel at risk or person at risk)
A pan-pan emergency is one in which there is an urgent message to transmit concerning the safety of a support boat
or the safety of a person (e.g. person overbroad, mechanical breakdown or medical emergency).
Support crew are instructed, that when they are aware of this situation, to signal “Pan-pan, Pan-pan, Pan-pan!”) via
the VHF channel 77 and then communicate their position and race number. This will be relayed to emergency vessels,
which will respond with assistance.

Missing swimmer and/or support crew
A misplaced swimmer and or support crew is a warning of impending major aquatic emergency and must be report
to Port to Pub Swim Base.
A misplaced swimmer and or support crew should only remain in the displaced phase for 10 minutes from the time
Port to Pub Swim base is notified.
After this time a misplaced swimmer and or support crew become a missing swimmer or support crew Support crew
are instructed, to signal “Pan-pan, Pan-pan, Pan-pan!”) via the VHF channel 77 and then communicate their position
and race number. This will be relayed to emergency vessels, which will respond with assistance.
Gathering information of a missing swimmer or support crew helps narrow the field of search. Important information
includes description and condition of swimmer, support boats and or paddlers, last time seen, last seen location and
last-confirmed location.
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Shark Sighting Procedures
1. In the case of a shark sighting, paddlers and team swimmers must leave the water within a 1km radius of the
sighting.
2. Vessels are to remain in their location until the Race Director advises it is safe for swimmers and paddlers in that
zone to re-enter the water and continue with the event without disqualification.
3. Solo swimmers can remain in the water but do so at their own risk. If they exit the water, their swim will be
regarded as abandoned / aborted in line with FINA rules, and will not be recorded as an official solo crossing.
4. If the solo swimmer chooses to stay in the water, the swimmer and support boat must remain stationary until the
Race Director declares the zone clear and the race back underway.

Resuscitation
Basic life support flow:
•

Check for danger- hazard risks safety

•

Is person responsive or unconscious?

•

Call for assistance

•

Open and clear AIRWAYS - CHECK FOR SIGNS OF LIFE

•

Give two breaths if not breathing normally

•

Give 30 chest compressions (almost two per second) followed by two breaths and repeat until help arrives.

•

Defibrillation-attach AED as soon as available, turn on and follow prompts (AED = Automatic External
Defibrillation)

Continue CPR until qualified personnel arrive or signs of life return
(*no signs of life = unconscious, unresponsive, not breathing normally, not moving.)

Hypothermia
Explanation: One of the biggest risks in swimming over long distances is hypothermia. Before your Port to Pub
swim, it is crucial you know what it is, signs and symptoms, and how to treat it.
Hypothermia is a significant risk for solo swimmers who are in the water for a very long time, but similarly teams of
four and six, whose members are spending a lot of time on the boat and exposed to the wind.
Hypothermia occurs when the body’s core temperature falls below 37 °C. You don’t have to be in freezing conditions
to risk hypothermia as it only requires the environmental temperature to be less than your body temperature for you
to ‘donate’ heat to the atmosphere.
Symptoms of hypothermia include
1. Shivering, cold, pale, and dry skin
2. Tiredness, confusion, and irrational behaviour – inability to answer simple questions
3. Slow and shallow breathing
4. Slow and weakening pulse
5. Refusing food or drinks between swims might be a sign something is wrong
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First aid
•

In case of suspected hypothermia, radio call the Port to Pub Swim base on VHF Channel 77 and
request urgent medical aid and await instructions and directions. You may be advised to return
to the mainland even if you are closer to Rottnest.

•

Wrap patient in towels and blankets and protect them from wind as much as you can

•

Change them into dry clothes

•

Offer a warm drink and high energy food like chocolate. Encourage them to eat and drink small quantities of
warmed fluids frequently

•

Handle the patient gently so as not to cause disturbances in heart rhythm. Keep the person calm, still, awake and
don’t let them sleep.

•

Don’t rub or massage them

•

Do not give them alcohol as it increases the heat loss rate by dilating the skin’s blood vessels.

•

If a swimmer has wool fat or lanolin on them, leave it on and dress them in an old tracksuit which can be thrown
away. The fat will help to retain their body warmth until they get to a hot shower.
If unconscious: place the swimmer in the coma position, maintain the airway and do not give fluids or food.

Swimmer tips:
•

Dry yourself with a sports towel or chamois towel when you get out of the water to dry off before covering
yourself with heavy towels and clothes

•

Pack layers of dry clothes, including wind break jackets

•

Drink warm water instead of cold. Pack a few thermoses of hot water

•

Wear microfiber socks/booties and a woollen beanie between swims

•

Cover yourself in an aluminium thermal wrap (available from sports shops) as the plastic sheets

•

Buy wool fat from the chemist. Make sure you soften it in the microwave before you leave home. Apply it before
your first swim. Don’t wait until you get cold to use it.

Secondary drowing
Explanation: Inhaled fluid can act as an irritant inside the lungs. Physiological responses to even small quantities
include the extrusion of liquid into the lungs over the following hours, but this reduces the ability to exchange air
and can lead to a person drowning in their own body fluid. The reaction can take place up to 72 hours after a near
drowning incident, and may lead to a serious condition or death.
Symptoms: Tiredness, coughing, paleness and trouble with breathing
Prevention: Observing the person immediately following the negative incident or accident with water is crucial.
Monitor the person’s breathing. Difficulty breathing, painful breathing or shallow breathing are all red flags that may
indicate a person is at risk for a dry drowning episode. Count the number of respirations for 15 seconds and multiply
by 4. Over 20 respirations per minute could be a red flag for dry drowning. Check for persistent cough, pain in chest
and mood or mental status change. Lethargy or increased agitation when lying flat, sweaty skin or color changes such
as pale, or blue/grayish color are signs of poorly oxygenated blood.
Treatment: Treatment involves supplying oxygen to the lungs.
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Swimming-induced pulmonary edema (SIPE)
Recent cases of Swimming Induced Pulmonary Edema (SIPE) has led Port to Pub organisers to include, and highlight,
signs, symptoms and treatment of the condition in this section. It is critical support crew keep check for signs of SIPE,
which can be very serious, and even fatal.
Port to Pub’s Medical Director, Dr Tony Best, has seen the condition first hand. He says common thoughts are that
it occurs much more frequently when wearing a wetsuit, in particular a tight wetsuit. It is also associated with colder
water, longer swims and female athletes.
His advice is as follows.
Explanation: SIPE occurs when a swimmer’s lungs get flooded by fluid. That fluid is not thought to be swallowed
or inhaled, rather fluid shifts that occur in the body. Although not entirely understood it is thought that a number
of factors are responsible. When people are standing, blood and other extravascular fluid pools in their legs due to
gravity. When they lie flat to swim that fluid then redistributes to their lungs. Adrenaline from exertion, cold water
and anxiety all cause peripheral blood vessels to constrict pushing more fluid centrally into their lungs. This can be
made worse by when a tight wetsuit is being worn.
Symptoms: Commonly swimmers will feel like they have asthma with increasing shortness of breath. They may also
cough up white or pink frothy phlegm
Prevention:
1. Avoid over-drinking, particularly just before commencing the swim
2. Do a gentle warmup swim
3. Acclimatise to ocean swimming and ocean temperatures in the weeks leading up to the event, if possible
4. If excessive shortness of breath or asthma type symptoms develop, then seek immediate assistance
5. Underlying known medical problems (eg: hypertension) should be well managed pre-event
Treatment: Skippers and paddlers, look for any signs of SIPE and seek urgent medical assistance.
Some instructions include:
1. If a swimmer develops breathing difficulties, then remove them from the water ASAP
2.

Keep the swimmer warm and remove restrictive clothing or wetsuits, including around the legs

3. If symptoms are mild to moderate, then the condition should resolve with no further treatment
If there is altered conscious state or excessive shortness of breath or symptoms do not resolve reasonably quickly
(3-5 minutes) then call for medical assistance immediately. Radio call the Port to Pub Swim base on VHF
Channel 77 and request urgent medical aid and await instructions and directions

Sea sickness
Explanation: a form of motion sickness characterized by a feeling of nausea and, in extreme cases, vertigo,
experienced after spending time on a craft on water.
Prevention: Generally, the disturbance will cease once the visual and motion stimuli are synchronized. This can be
obtained by concentrating on the horizon until things appears fixed and horizontal. This is the signal that our vision has
switched from the reference system of the boat to the reference system of the earth
Treatment: Over-the-counter medications are readily available. As these medications often have side effects, you
must evaluate the risks versus the benefits.
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Cramp
Explanation: a sudden and involuntary muscle contraction or over-shortening; while generally temporary and nondamaging, they can cause mild-to-excruciating pain, and a paralysis-like immobility of the affected muscle(s). Onset is
usually sudden, and it resolves on its own over a period of several seconds, minutes, or hours.
Prevention: Stretching and adequate fluid/electrolyte balance are likely helpful in preventing muscle cramps
Treatment: Stretching, massage and drinking plenty of fluid, such as water, may be helpful in treating simple muscle
cramps.

Jellyfish sting
If a swimmer is suffering from a minor skin irritation from a jellyfish sting:
•

Dry the victim and protect from wind

•

Prevent victim from rubbing the area and keep calm

•

Wash the area with sea water - do not use fresh water or vinegar.

•

Apply hot packs to affected area or place the area in water as hot as can be tolerated (about 43degC), after first
checking the temperature, leave the affected limb in water until pain subsides

•

Alternatively hold small block of ice with a glove or cloth over the affected area. Caution using cold therapy over
a large area may cause hypothermia.

•

If available, the application of Stingose is appropriate.

•

If pain persists for long periods of time or symptoms worsen Radio call the Port to Pub Swim Base for medical
assistance.

•

In a case of a suspected venomous jellyfish sting, seek urgent medical aid, by signalling “Pan-pan, Pan-pan, Panpan!”) via the VHF channel 77 and then communicate your position and race number. This will be relayed to
emergency vessels, which will respond with assistance.

Sunburn
•

Prevent by keeping out of direct sun as much as possible, wearing sun protective clothing and applying UV
screening lotions. Factor 50+ sunscreens and zincs are recommended.

•

Cool the affected area with fresh water for ten minutes

•

Apply cool moist compress to affected area

•

Rest in cool place

Shark attack
•

Remove the victim from the water if safe to do so.

•

Support crew are instructed, to signal “Mayday, Mayday, Mayday!” via the VHF channel 77 and then communicate
their position and race number. This will be relayed to emergency vessels, which will respond with immediate
medical assistance.

•

Remain in the current location unless instructed otherwise as emergency vessels can travel at great speed at
attend and will transport the victim to the nearest emergency medical department.

•

While waiting for medical aid to arrive, treat the victim for traumatic injury

•

Apply pressure to control bleeding

•

Apply constrictive bandage if necessary

•

Begin CPR if required.
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Your innovative marine
support and harbour
services partner
Supporting local communities
from Fremantle, Onslow, Dampier,
Port Hedland and Broome.

We provide:
• Port & logistics support

• Dredging

• Harbour & terminal towage

• Ropes and moorings

• Commercial diving

• Marine manning

• Marine construction

• Marine plant & vessel hire

• Offshore support

Proudly WA owned and
operated since 1999.

+61 8 9430 5889
tamsgroup.com.au

Dangerous weather
If the race committee deems the weather conditions dangerous, it may abandon the event. The Port to Pub swim
base will broadcast the following message using VHF channel 77. Text messages will also be issued and social media
updates posted.

Your attention please Port to Pub Swim event
participants, this is the Race Director. Race
conditions have deteriorated and the forecast
does not indicate any improvement. The Port to
Pub Swim has been abandoned. Please remove
your swimmer from the water. Please put your
engine in neutral and let the swimmer proceed
to the boat. Do not move your boat to the
swimmer. I repeat let the swimmer proceed
to the boat and do not move your boat to the
swimmer. Please do not proceed to shore until
all swimmers around you have been collected.

© Tony Hewitt
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Cheers
Experience one of the most sublime beachfront destinations
in Western Australia. Hotel Rottnest is a relaxed social institution
on the idyllic holiday playground of Rottnest Island.

08 9292 5011 • reception@hotelrottnest.com.au • hotelrottnest.com.au

Taking on the Port to Pub
25km ultra-marathon
by Serena Wells
There were two factors that made me apprehensive
about doing the 25km ultra-marathon. One was the
additional 5kms I’d have to swim before heading over
to Rottnest; and the other was the four weeks recovery
time I’d have between doing my solo Rottnest Channel
Swim and the Port to Pub event.
The first issue was something I felt I had control over.
I’m fortunate enough to live in North Fremantle, not
far from where the Port to Pub swim starts. I took the
opportunity to swim the first 5km loop of the ultramarathon as often as I could. The rationale behind this
was that on the day of the actual swim, I’d think of this
part of the race just like any other training day.
Fellow solo swim buddies had dismissed the idea of
taking part in the longer event due to the extra 5kms. I
took the view that this was purely a ‘mental’ challenge. I
thought, ‘if you’re fit enough to swim 19.7kms, you can
swim 25kms’.
I had also booked my window to swim the English
Channel in September 2018 and I was
keen to set myself a bigger goal than swimming straight
over to Rotto. I’d already done three direct solo
crossings, and I felt it was time for a greater challenge,
and the longest open water swim in Australia was right
on my doorstep!
My 2017 solo Rottnest Channel swim, turned out to be
the worst swim I’d ever undertaken. While I managed
to complete it, my head wasn’t in the right place and I
felt defeated. With the benefit of hindsight, it turned
out to be the best swim I’ve ever done – I learnt some
valuable lessons; having the right mindset being the most
important.

event and we decided to swim together to make the
event as fun as possible. I needed to get my confidence
back! We set off and, as I was already familiar with the
course, I enjoyed being able to recognise landmarks
along the way. The course felt easy and, as we stopped
for our first and second drink breaks, we shared some
laughs and motivated each other on. When we finished
the 5km loop we gave each other high fives and joked
that because we felt so good, we may as well swim on to
Rottnest.
And that’s just what it was; a 5km training set followed
by a 20km swim. I never asked my support crew where
I was or how much further I had to swim. I simply swam
drink / food stop to drink / food stop. My only goal was
to enjoy myself and complete the event before the cutoff time and I didn’t care if it was with only a few minutes
to spare.
My support crew were fantastic and ensured I kept
on course and within the requisite timeframes; and
eventually after 10hrs 27mins I crossed the finish line
13 minutes before the final cut off time. I was the 20th
swimmer out of 20 to complete the race and was
surprised to scoop a prize for third placed female. What
was better than that, was the sense of achievement of
setting out and achieving another goal and the confidence
I’ve derived to spur me on for my bigger swims ahead.
My only regret is that I didn’t attempt this swim in 2016,
its inaugural year. At the time I lacked the courage and it
was that fear that prevented achievement.
This year I will be competing in the 25km again and I’m
thrilled to have more friends registered to do this event
for the first time. I can’t wait to see them at the start line
and wish them the best of luck for a great swim!

On the day of the Port to Pub swim, I lined up with 23
other starters, including fellow squad members, and
Olympian Jarrod Poort. I was pretty sure I was the
slowest in the group, but I had a friend doing the same
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your island escape

Come enjoy the sunshine
and treat yourself to a short
break on Rottnest Island.

Enjoy a short break with

To book, call our friendly Reservations
team on (08) 9432 9111 or book online at
rottnestisland.com/enjoythesunshine

3-night midweek stays*

*Offer valid for stays in Rottnest Island Authority accommodation for stays
between Sunday 28 January 2018 and Thursday 29 March 2018

20

%

OFF

Plus receive special ferry fares

Rottnest Island information
Accommodation
Accommodation needs to booked 18 months in advance. It is worth still checking the website just in case for this
year. We recommend booking for the Port to Pub swim next year so you can enjoy the weekend! Next year’s Port
to Pub event will be held Saturday, 16 March, 2019.
Remember, if you're staying on Rottnest Island, you must pick up your keys from the Visitors Centre by 5pm.
http://www.rottnestisland.com/accommodation

Getting to and From Rottnest

V1
V1

FERRY SCHEDULE

Thanks to our sponsor Rottnest Express for putting on extra services toFERRY
get youSCHEDULE
to and from Rottnest Island.

17th March 2018
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2018 Port to Pub

List of swimmers
Hotel Rottnest Port to Pub 2018
Austral Fisheries 25km ultra-marathon swimmers
Race No.

Swimmers name

Race No.

Swimmers name

1

Lester Gollan

24

Victor Pineiro

2

Michael Hanisch

25

Natalie Mews

3

Rachael Elkaim

26

Rebekah Weller

4

Serena Wells

27

Ben Humphreys

5

Dean Kerns

28

Steve Ledger

6

Paul Miller

29

Georgia Hall

7

Alan Tietzel

30

Andrew Mitchell

8

Bob Tarr

31

Julian Mills

9

Phil O'Keeffe

32

Brianna Thompson

10

Damon Brown

33

Brittany Parker

11

Lynton Mortensen

34

Michael Berry

12

Diego Lopez

35

Jonathon Courtis

13

Stephen Hughes

36

Anna Strachan

14

Ben Jimmieson

37

Alana Dennis

15

Jacqueline Bromell

38

Tomasz Dobrzanski

16

Aaron Ellis-Kerr

39

Andrew Hunt

17

Adam O'Byrne

40

Michael Pranckl

18

Malcolm Kemp

41

Rebecca Yip

19

Ned Wieland

42

Richard Williams

20

Lynette Hewitt

43

Wayne Morris

21

Dave Cooley

44

Tanya Lee

22

Cameron Noble

45

Leigh Newman

23

Jon Mcardell

K&L Gates 19.75km solo swimmers
Race No.
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Swimmers name

Race No.

Swimmers name

101

Mathew Voysey

109

Ian Hasleby

102

Andy Senior

110

Bradley Smith

103

Chris Long

111

Barbara Pellick

104

Mark Murphy

112

Wendy Kennedy

105

Chad Edwards-Smith

113

Rob Brindal

106

Cameron Skerman

114

David Sutton

107

Dean Twort

115

Brian Freeman

108

Anna Bartlett

116

Steve Cadden

Hotel Rottnest Port to Pub 2018
K&L Gates 19.75km solo swimmers
Race No.

Swimmers name

Race No.

Swimmers name

117

Tessa Garside

132

Stephen Junk

118

Lisa Romeo

133

James Boggan

119

Terry Murray

134

James Julian

120

Lynda Green

135

Michael Powell

121

Andrew Page

136

Louise Rosemann

123

Patricia Dooey

137

Rachelle Doyle

124

Glenda Hurtado

138

Ned Melvin

125

Chris Byrne

139

Steve Payne

126

Alex Litas

140

Matt Fritz

127

Ian Bonney

141

Leon Musca

128

Jessica Nichols

142

Grace Walton

129

Brooke Murphy

143

Gabriela Diaz

130

Mark Robson

144

Jean-Luc Boulanger

131

Greg Peirce

Rottnest Express duo swimmers
Race
No. Team name
201

Smooch Worldwide

202

Twinnies

203

2 Cools

204

Vintage 71

205

Feckin Eejits

206

Hare And The Tortoise

207
208

Andrew Raiter/
Simon Erickson
Sore Shoulder Sisters

209

Gilly & The Fat Boy

210

The Bees Knees

Swimmers names

Race
No. Team name

Lauren Reid-Dornbusch
Nicholas Vincent
Jenna Gold
Monique Bain
Francesca Perugia
Brad Stringer
Sally Bohn
Rebecca Foulkes-Taylor
Sandra Fay
Patrick Ryan
Leon Edwards
Samara Rogers
Simon Erickson

211

Twee Oude Mannen

212

Team Steiny

213

Jan & Julie

214

Aqua Ducks

215

2-Boere

216

Walk The Water

217

Scarboro Seagals

Lyle Kildea
Ingrid Van Der Wel
Greg Frey
Gillian Caruso
Ryan Steenkamp
Luke Pardini

218

Mission Mairs

219

Just Us

220

The Other Half

Swimmers names
Sean Murray
Henk Bruins
Benjamin Steinberg
Dene Steinberg
Julie Kerr
Jan Mcgowan
Tracey Shaw
Renee Waller
Cornelius Van Der Merwe
Simon Redmond
Titus Galsworthy
Sharon Walshaw
Kim Williams
Todd Mairs
Debbie Gillam
Andrew Gillam
Melina Argyle
Ben Martin
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Hotel Rottnest Port to Pub 2018 cont.
Rottnest Express duo swimmers
Race
No. Team name

82

221

Pb Training

222

Cook's Parradise

223
224

Yes I Do Want To
Do This
No Win, No Gin!

225

Flipping Brian

226

Fat Does Float

227

Over East

228

Dont Stop

229

Holy Mackerels

230

Young Guns

231

Team Baker Stewart

232

See No Evil Hear No Evil

233

2 Good Shoulders

234

Two Lazy To Solo

235

Swim Smoother

236

Dua Bir Lagi

237

Gasping For Air

238

Sardelic Real Estate

239

H.A.K.S.

240

Stingray And The Rhino

241

Keiko Uno Jewellery

Swimmers names

Race
No. Team name

Steve Taylor
Shane Totten
Edward Parra
William Cook
Richard Kelso-Marsh
Joanna Rees
Amanda Bertoli
Daniel Hodgson
Amy Kirke
Mikeala Kelsall
Travis O'Neill
Stewart Winsor
Simon Woods
George Croft
Nick Cernotta
Steven Dunstone
Jessica Rowan
Jasmine Edwards
Byron Kimber
Flynn Mason
James Baker
Olivia Stewart
Ryan Webb
Alex Dearle
Joel Lewis
Stephen Ferguson
Karen Heagney
Derek Sexton
Kate Scanlon
Aaron Maxwell
Tony Hopkins
Lachie Smith
Andrew Challen

242

Stellar Physio

243

East Meets West

244

Ware's Warriors

245

Lane 5

246

Unholy Alliance

247
248

Doing It For A
Quokka Selfie
Supremo Wrap

249

Blackies

250
251

Three Cheats To
The Win
Weedy Seadragons

252

Hopefully A Duo

253

Whittles

254

Helen And Rachel

255

Great World City

256

Frothy Chops

257

The Splash Brothers

258

Kiwipride

Andrew Packard
Simmon Sardelic
Kendal Leggett
David Hewitt
Matt Zoeller
Rhys Bradley
Tim Hewitt
Jaime Bowler

259

Pmh Clown Fish

260

Hangry Jo & Hangry Zo

261

Sea Donkeys

Swimmers names
Lisette Rooney
Coralie Doig
Callan O'Neill
Hayley McInnes
Claire Ware
Rachel Cooper
Grant Julian
David Oliver
Perry Molendijk
Bill Mckenzie
Meisha Brown
Lucy Gibson
Peter Adam
Hamish Rose
Scott Blackmore
David Blackmore
Alex Jolly
Susan Johnston
Guy Boyce
Marcus Donato
Mark Whittle
Lynne Whittle
Rachel Born
Helen Klingberg
Angus Miller
Crispin Collier
Aitor Diaz
Simon Herbert
Nicholas Foster
Samuel Foster
Brad Mcfarland
Brett Jardine
Kim Ryan
Cassandra Gwinnutt
Jo Weston
Zoe Davidson
Mark Prendiville
Matt George

Hotel Rottnest Port to Pub 2018 cont.
KC Australia teams of four
Race
No. Team name
401

Dream Team + 10Yrs

402

Guinness Sea Monsters

403

Tri 2 Swim

404

In Too Deep

405

Swimmers names

Race
No. Team name

Francene Leaversuch
Jane Gastevski
Brad Hitchcock
Heather Whitehead
Linda Salleo
Keith Rappa
Cathy Isbister
Paul Taylor
Ken Isbister
Mari Turner
Chailee Richards
Tara Yewers

414

Ships And Giggles

Tania Bicknell
Kellie Gray

418

406

Flying Fish Reinvented

419

407

4Skin Divers

408

Banter Rays

Cameron Bell
Jack Deveney
Luke Kennedy
Nick Kennedy
Tony Yates
Craig Smith
Laura Wenman
Lou-Ann Bottomley
David Payne

409

Lemon Cafe

422

410

The Dark Side

411

Konkera

Nickle Muir
Jon Turner
Russell Lynton-Brown
John Edwards
Rosie Tancred
Dain Osborne
Evan Cranston
Shaun Hardcastle
Bryn Hardcastle

412

Blue Power

425

413

Sea Hags

Leith Weston
Jennifer Ford
Suzanne Gray
Rosemary O'Halloran
Jaye Reynolds
Sally Flavel
Chelsea Begley
Emma Johnston

415

416

417

420

421

423
424

426

Swimmers names

Its A Clown Show

Tammy Norregaard
Martin Law
QBC Mantarays
Kedian Whittle
Juan-Hendre Van As
Duncan Mcisaac
Sarah Mcisaac
QBC Stingrays
Ebony Schell
Royan Norman
David Zipasuca Vargas
Danielle Janse Van Rensburg
QBC Anchors
Ian Bower
Peter Kubainski
Corleen Oosthuizen
Barry Percival
Snapperheads
Lynden Vikingur
Rob Goad
Ben Bauert
James Vikingur
We Got The Prawn
Marcel Weijers
Rhiann Grimshaw
Craig Martin
Andrew Grimshaw
Chasing Bubbles
Flavia Kiperman
Libby Bradford
Prue Blaine
Bronwyn Moloney
Carr & Co Divorce And Ryan Baugh
Family Lawyers
Mike Mcconnell
Ben King
Justin Palmer
Strokers
Matthew Moonen
Anthony Vulinovich
Benjamin Lisle
Scott Newman
Its A Family Thing
Christine Lawson
Vivienne Anthony
Strickland Serpent
Brett Watkinson
Swimmers
Fraser Booth
Matt Tilbury
Clint Morris
Warrington Whales
David Zimmermann
Robert Wiese
Chris Weaver
Mathew Fisher
Hootie And The
Pete Woods
Boatfish
Tim Macpherson
Em Richards
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No. Team name
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427

The Beached Whales

428

Just Another Dey In The
Office

429

The Generals Fish

430

Team Biotronik

431

Tough Titties

432

The Swimming Emu's

433

We'll Get There When
We Get There

434

Jeeves On The Scene

435

Burnt Snaggas

436

Everyday Battlers

437

The Hasbeens

438

Get Me To The Rock

439

Freestylers

Swimmers names

Race
No. Team name

Swimmers names

Talia Pagel
Eliza Stuart
Marcus Cronan
Emma Da Re
Lisa Iannello
Ian Dey
Amanda Brown
Erica Horn
Coran Napier
Kurt Winter
Andriu Dodson
Kerryn Grant
Megan Savage
Merrick Cantrell
Emma Bennett
Pamela Cantrell
Rebecca Cameron
Katie Mcleod
Catherine Johnson
Laura Sweeney
Joe Anderson
Dani Maguire
Max Ackermann
Kate Bonner
Murray Corp
Marjan Stolte
Felicity Millman

440

Meatheads

Graham Miles
Brett Reid
Richard Dalton

441

Gallavanters

Eleanor Bourne
Alvin Radesich

442

Team Awesome

443

Gooseberry Galfriends

444

Just Add Water

Katherine Webster
Knut Hovem
Ruth Andrew
Niall Doherty
Louise Peart
Cathy Burbridge
Sally Blane
Natasha Binns
Ann Perkins
Carolyn Cairns

445

Team F

Emma Fitzgerald
Thea Linke
Kelli Featherstone

446

Team Gmc

Luc Longley
Jackson Shaw
Mark Jeeves
Adrian Rufus
Matthew Mackinnon
David Cullam
Richard Grinceri
Stirling Bovell
Claire Jordan
Katrina Porter

447

Licorice Superstars

Preston Anderson
Noel Anderson
Elizabeth Anderson
Christopher Anderson
Stephane Dellac
Kara Wright

448

Oops We Did It Again

449

Pharmacy777

Marc Ifmeri
Kerry White
Chris Dare
Brian Cook
Sarah Carrigg
Tayla Nash
Amy Reid
Sophie Carrigg
Jemima Pope-Brien
Chantel Kent
Ben Fissioli
Darren Wares

450

Straight Off The Couch

451

Element Construction
Wa

453

Doddi's Dazzlers

Diane Twigg
Sarina Bowyer
Sheridan Lister
Felicitas Schwarz
Emanuel Dillon
Anna Brotherson
Luke Dillon
Sana Brotherson
Sean Cusack
Tom Brune
Mitch Pethick
Jay Pethick
Tyler Young
Ben Mcarthur
Ryan Barnes
Derek Rose
Kerry Allen
Colleen Wray
Narelle Gillmore
Debbie Brown

Hotel Rottnest Port to Pub 2018 cont.
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Race
No. Team name

Swimmers names

Race
No. Team name

454

100Club Manly

Julia Elmes
John May
Anne Done

468

Bmt Bluefins

455

Dishy Bob & Turbo Jet

469

Uwa Odc Flippers

456

Reunion Island

470

Rottnest Express

458

Portside Penguins

471

Grinners Are Winners

459

Broadfish

472

Aqua Moose

460

Coupling

473

#Rotto19.7

461

Well Stung

474

Carybdea

462

West Wonders

475

Darlington Dugites

463

Four Fish

476

Sea Sloths

464

The Daddy Macks

477

Chicks Ahoy

465

Blue Sky Budgies

479

Swim For Jim

466

Sinking Ship

Brendon Hayes
Ross Davis
Dan Hymus
Lee Jezewski
Vanessa Bishop
Joshua Nyman
Wesley Bishop
Ellen Gulin
Matt Avent
Matt Bycroft
Jarad Ould
Jack Paparone
Ash Broadway
Caz Broadway
John Broadway
Pierre Chambel
Mark Salib
Natalie Kirby
Nina Salib
Zachary Pearson
Michael Kingsbury
Nat Benjanuvatra
Rob Pass
Holly Marinovich
Tiffany Chown
Louise Chown
Josie Hardwick
Marcus Bajada
Emma Moir
Tadhg Mccarthy
Matthew Lindsay
Rob Saicich
Scott Mulcaster
Joel Stanton
Bennet Saicich
Ben Stanton
Lachlan Hay-Hendry
Tim Sayer
Andrew Champion
Nick Miller
Troy Marinich
Jeremy Hams

480

The Long And The
Short Of It

467

Bmt And The
Bronzed Wailers

Adam Gartner
Tim Green
Justin Fifield
George Ellwood

481

Freo Boys

Swimmers names
Appin Williamson
Kyle Hodson
Mark Bailey
Christopher Webb
Wilhelmus Peters
Kinley Fowler
Deanne Blackburn
Faye Loone
Aneka Johnston
Chris Johnston
Cullen Johnston
Benjamin Johnston
Lisa O'Neill
Bronwen Williams
Chrystal Desange
Leila Coogan
Lawrence Weir
Faye Strugnell
Karl Heiden
Hamish Buddle
Jesper Jensen
Mathew Drake
Gary Namestnik
Charles Warren
Theo Evans
David Martin
Thomas Edland
Roger Edland
Jesse Thyer
Benjamin Edland
Phil Mcclements
Ron Jones
Indi Mcclements
Tim Walsh
Dianne Beveridge
Michele Scott

Mark Whiteman
Greg Hambley
David Smart
Matt Burton
Rhys Kelly
Jason Hick
Jamie Beadsworth
James Stanton-French
Aaron Heary
Daniel Heary
Chris Heary
Benjamin Greenacre
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No. Team name
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482

Young Tarts & Old Farts

483

The Boys

484

Swimmers names

Race
No. Team name

Swimmers names

Craig Chapman
David Holt
Sarah Butler
Kira Copp
Aaron Duncombe
Darren Hodges
Rick Adaszk

495

Ocean Dragons

Curt Vernon

496

Hardyards

Ruby's Delight

Rebecca Moonen
Blair Moonen
Amy Moonen

497

Shamrocks And
Shenanigans

485

West Coast Whales

Gregory Peck
Erik Koops
Andrew Bell

498

Coogee Swim Chicks

486

Swimming Women

Belinda Stowell
Charlotte Obeirne
Amanda Burges

499

Fin & Tonic

487

Sham Rocks !!!

500

Uptheguts

488

St Hilda’s Swim Team

501

Ranger Drilling

489

Let’s Bolt Again!

502

Zaxon

490

Water Logs

Lorraine Driscoll
Rachel Loughlin
Emma Lewis
Amanda Nitschke
Michael Prendiville
Simon Collins
Matthew Meinema
Emily Minchin
Nick Bolton
Kim Bolton
Jamie Bolton
Matthew Weaver

Lauren Enright
Matthew Pallot
Callum Lauriston
Emma Lauriston
Matthew Mackenzie
Nicky Mackenzie
Steffan Davies
Gemma Clarke
Antje Hussey
Sarah Mcdonald
Cath Spencer
Gemma Cowan
Steve Moore
Dean Kay
Rowena Burch
William Adlam
Harrison Miles
Dylan Crane
Douglas Clarke

503

Blue Sky1

491

Snapper Sisters

Katharine Wright
Niki Browne-Cooper

504

492

Otsana Budgies

Nicholas Young
Hassan Sillem

505

493

Barracudas

506

494

Aquabats

Katina Di Pietrantonio
Renee Hogan
Michelle Hildebrandt
Ruth Herring
Adrian Strang
Paul Holmes A Court
Todd Mairs
Alen Pazin

507

Ian Foulsham
Joel Lawrance
Andrew Campbell
Tim Newing

Matthew Leeson
Michael Blakeney
Paul Good
Peter Johnson
The Quackens Bite Back Rory Machell
Justin Bettridge
Kurt Kinal
Stephen Metz
To Cool For The Pool
Sarah Thompson
Kim Christie
Tamsyn Black
Sharon Marron
You Beaut Kippers
Alexa Jefferson
Georgina Holbeche
Jacki Walters
Lindsay Cowie
The Bricks
Donal Langdon
Greg Barrett
Mark Foster
Robert Klug
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Race
No. Team name
508

Team Ricard

509

Westcoasters

510

Dad's Day Off

511

B2

512

B1

513

Freestyling For Frothies

514

Last Minute

515

The Wolfpack

Swimmers names

Race
No. Team name

Swimmers names

Shumon Ghosh
Blair Seaby
Michael Rowe
Cyril Holyst
Kieran Lawrenson
Michael Quartermaine
Jay Prchal
Amaury Desjardins
James Beare
Peter Hillman
Lucie Cunningham
Craig Cunningham
Rian Mclaughlin
Ryan Hipps

516

The Bssc

Alex Lee
Connor Graham
Mathew Monaco
Nicolas Johnson
Rowan Chitty
David Chitty

517

Pod

518

Nfafc Old Farts

Brynne Farrell

519

Dry Start

Richard Devlin

520

Team Jac Mac

Laura Barnes
Peter Shardlow
Craig Wale
Callum Webb
Daniel Douglas
Simone Blaser
Katherine Bennett
Susan Dolgoy
Simon Hazeldine

521

Wanderers

522

Tams For Team1 Saba

523

Coastcare Australia

Luke Paterson
Simon Moen
Jakobus Van Der Walt
Daniel Henderson
Zan Gamble
Greg Biegel
Peter Winnall
Jeremy Mulcahy
Sean Schmidt
Daniel Watt
Jeremy Cockran
Jackson Sidery
Matthew Bourke
Adin Lang
Paul Ryan
Ben Braham

KC Australia teams of six
Race
No. Team name
601

602

603

Get Me To The Pub

Swimmers names

Jack Newall
Dave Fernandez
Alison Lowe
Tom Loh
Clare Ashby
Julian Trezise
Beers In A Stroke Or Two Lauchlan Mackinnon
David Craig
Preston Hamersley
Emily Hamersley
Roderick Hamersley
Matt Craig
It's All Good!
Berneigh Elderfield
Dan Plummer
Michael Elderfield
Maryann Kross
Jodie Wallis
Kenny Kross

Race
No. Team name

Swimmers names

604

Weshouldagottheferry

Brad Powell
Simon Gidley
Nerida Schmidt
Lisa Bergin
Jane Jennings

605

Team Obh

606

Lordy Lord

Robert Robson
David Steens
Callum Robson
Dan Court
David Quinlivan
Nick Quinlivan
Desmond Lord
Andy Rigg
Corinne Zadow
Kim Archer
Andrew Zadow
Liz Lord
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607

Five Men And A Lady

608

Amygdala Hiijacks

609

The Matildas

610

Chafing The Dream

611

Power To The Pub

612

Sharkbait

613

Fomo

614

615

Swimmers names

Race
No. Team name

Swimmers names

Robert Bates-Smith
Joseph Bennett
Hamish Mcintosh
Nick Unmack
Cameron Mcintosh
Jodie Mcintosh
Sally Hollis
Jo Van Rooyen
Georgina Jobling
Monique Sandford
Megan Pentony
Jane Massey
Bevan Warner
Mark Jones
Andrew Lane
Richard Bevan
David Devenish
Bernard Martin
Britt Logie
Rhonda Willcocks
Brooke Duff
Sarah Ford
Briana Lavender
Megan Hardie
Carl Barrett
Tony Power
Sarah Power
Steve Sammut
Sue Power
Matt Power
Tim Webster
Guy Bevacqua
Brodie Yull
Janelle Yeo
Cody Wilson
Billy Meerten
Shannan Sheldrick
Dom Sheldrick
Barry Colgan

616

Albion Six

Patrick Verryn
Roger Taylor
Chris Macquillan
Michael Hurley
Deane Barker

617

3 Generations

618

Gnarabup Mermaids

619

Andy's 6 Pack

620

Sun's Out Buns Out

Jim Fitzgerald
Jacob Fitzgerald
Michae Fitzgerald
Nathan Fitzgerald
Amy Fitzgerald
Joshua Fitzgerald
Wendy Mitchell
Jennifer Murphy
Jane Wolf
Sharyn Bucat
Freya Hohnen
Cate Worsley
Louise Merrillees
Tamzin Leitch
Halesha Diaz
Warren Bow
Angus Leitch
Tim Weston
Emma Park
Zoe Kelsey
Fiona Baker
Sophie Hillen
Fleur Roberts

621

6 Go To The Island

Luke George
James Wilson
Maurice Spillane

622

Swimming365 Team 1

Austral Fisheries

Ben Mackinnon
Chris Bingemann
Theo Kailis
Greg Peirce
Aaron Hood

623

Swimming365 Team 2

6 Addicts

Jareth Ekin
Natalia Vollrath-Hale
Jamie Cobill
Gemma Ekin
Barry Cobill

624

Superfins Wa 1

Jenny Pope
Sarah Cox
Thomas Picton-Warlow
Don Scott
Peter Michael
Stephen Panizza
Peter Robins
Kathryn Whitley
Maryse Thibaut
Jonica Grayling
Sachiko Iwasaki
John Silvester
James Burt
Mark Paull
Brett Silvester
Dylan Coop
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KC Australia teams of six
Race
No. Team name
625

Long Way For A Beer

626

Freo Flounders

627

Aquadragons

628

East West

629

Western Biomedical

630

AGPS Fishies

631

AGPS Floaters

632

The Rocks

633

Crispy Cremes

Swimmers names
Paul Keppel
Jo Macnamara
Libby Fowler
Simon Kelsall
Nat Kelsall
David Mccarthy
Pamela Hoar
Lorraine Briggs
Lise Ashton
Elizabeth Barton
Jane Boys
Penny Dwyer
Emily Bradley
Kim Smith
Lindsey Shepherd
Timothy Humphry
Ermie Robinson
William Carmody
Pauline Webley
June Ranson
Susie Harker
Gary Finnis
Luke Ranson
Bruce Rodgers
James Ryan
Vivian Oldfield
Tom Ridsdill-Smith
Peter Watson
Cameron Murray
Matt Wright
Tara Lalor
David Alessandrini
Matthew Luff
Rhiannon Chatwin
Lily Dorotich
Brendon Johnson
Eloise Fletcher
Michael Crake
Guy Bird
Amberlie Evans
Peter Griffiths
Michael Rock
Jemma Day
Peter Rock
John Rock
Patti Rock
Nikki Pead
Steven Lawrence
Tony Kriening
Emma Crisp
Nadine Gabriels

Race
No. Team name
634

Rainbow Warriors

635

Free Stylers

636

Slippery Gypsies

637

FMSLSC Pearl

638

FMSLSC Fish Are Friends

639

FMSLSC Bruce Bait

640

Pro Bono

641

Betoota Dolphins

642

Kiss My Splash

Swimmers names
Adam Hastings
Gary Whitney
Steve Wellard
Paul Rodrigues
Liam Hill
Evan Ingley
James Davidson
Simon Flower
Andrew Engelbrecht
Dan Bahen
Toby Cocks
Edward Davidson
Kieran Mcrae
Aaron "The Motor" Moore
Stuart Farquharson
Nicholas Hendriks
Andrew Farquharson
Blair Hendriks
Phoebe Ashworth
James Currey
Sarah Mckay
Hayley Wallwork
Sopheira Woodhead
Charlotte Gibbons
Scott Patterson
Finn Mcintyre
Dylan Mahney
Luke Collins
Nathan Mahney
Archie Davis
Kelton Rothnie
Luke Mcmanus
Damon Jervis
Xavier Bradshaw-Pini
Joshua Douglas
Patrick Dart
Henry Cooke
Michael Aitken
Maria Kailis
Lee Christensen
Patrick Lilburne
Joanne Cruickshank
Tim Watts
Ian Watts
Nick Jones

Malia Tharpe
Zelma Koka
Shenae Baker
Hallie Liggins
Holly Murdoch
Simon Williams
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643

Bottom Feeders

644

Team Rjv

645

Smaac

646

Packing Pineapples

647

Fmslsc Swimming Squirts

648

Sea Slugs

649

Pats 70th Birthday
Pilgrimage

650

Sss

651

Bondi Gals

Swimmers names

Race
No. Team name

Swimmers names

Jim Cooper
John Thompson
Mark Dutton
Colin Clarke
John Thompson
Ollie Waters
James Tranter
Jason Yujnovich
Vincent Lombardo
Tim Ryan
Cameron McDonald
Col Dutton
Lloyd Hopkins
David Hansen
Andrew Worland
Simon Williams
Jeremy Knowles

652

What Were We
Sinking?

Vivian Leite
Jerome Robert
Marcelo Druck
Karsten Michael

653

Modern Men

654

Mr Ray And His School
Of Fish

Reginald Boston
Nigel Groves
Damian Cox
Robert Boston
Brett Peake
John Casey
Bianca Jervis
Meesha Rothnie
Emma Watson
Laura Gale
Hannah Watson
Abbey Henderson
Ryan Dhue
Pete Connor
Natasha Oberman
Ellie Connor
Kirby Jackson
Pippi Connor
Patrick Clohessy
Susie Clohessy
Jane Gibson
Julie Gibson
Chris Gibson
Cam Clohessy
James McPherson
Dylan McPherson
Megan Ansell
Rob McPherson
Rachel Ansell
Luke McPherson
Lauren Yee
Lola Hill
Harriet Mann
Flora Davies
Emily Whelan
Lexie Smith

655

Nedlands Physio

Mark Arundell
Robert Nash
Sacha Chiaramonte
Stuart Field
Paul Day
Nathan Ledger
Kate Collins
Finn Hussey
Tony Watson
Nick Dart
Tessa Chapman
Stella Watson
Richard Hill
Stephen Tangney
Matthew Thomson
Anthony Hewett

656

The Tortoises

657

Swanny Fatboys

658

Fried Eggs And A
Chipolata

Caroline Dyer
Stuart Anderson
Jamie Dyer
Helen Wilson
Marissa Pidgeon

659

Claremont Slappers

Patricia Burton
Kristy Brackstone
Anna Eisenhauer

660

Six Fifties

Mike Edwards
Kirk Jarrott
Jamie Murdoch
David Lodge
David Sutcliffe
Peter James

Brad Suriani
Kim Wiltshire
Angela Vurens Van Es
Anna Johnson
Rebecca Anderson
Fiona Goodbody
Phil Gallagher
Stewie Alcorn
Dave Gallagher
Christo Rowley
Tim Tucak
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No. Team name
661

The Angels

662

Wk Pragma Sharks

663

Tams For Team2 Saba

664

The Lightning Dugongs

665

Scott And His Groupies

666

Bruce's Bitches

667

Kevin

668

Remasta

669

Dolphin Divas

670

Slippery Squad

Swimmers names

Race
No. Team name

Swimmers names

Rebecca Perry
Kirrily Wesley
Nikki Perry
Andria Aird
Guy Perry
Paul Donatti
Claire Macmillan

671

Stirling Raiders

Meredith Arns
Emma Jolley

672

Team Pleisurepuss

Jason Mayen
Maarten Terwal
Melissa Lim
Chris Dwyer
Brendan O'Leary
Tony Cooke
Stephen Jeric
Paige Tucker
Kerewyn Hay
Jacob Woodward
Todd Peate

673

Go Again

674

Australian Institute Of
Company Directors

Jeremy Urquhart
Marc Wellinger
Scott Parsons
Ashley Suckling
Paul Donnellan
Alexander Bellombra
Sue Rogers
Trish Deaker
Ashvinie Nadarajah
Takara Rogers
Tani Davey
Troy Lathwell
Sarah Dominguez
Anna Negus

675

Six Pack

Adam Cook
Travis Styles
Adam Stanley
Adam Moore
Jamie Parin
Fynn Evans-Ocharern
Lindsay Mason
Andrew Maslen
Georgia Maslen
Libby Storm
Damian Fasher
Jonathon Wade
Anthony Sciorilli
Pelle Thrane
Jody Nunn
Susan Forte
Bodo Mann
M Fahmi Ahmad-Yussof
Pete Adams

676

Take 2’S

Dan Taylor
Oscar York

677

Never Say Never

Ted Schrauth
Samantha Schrauth
Kristie Bower
Michelle De Lestang
Cath Muir
Katherine Warden
Gemma Banfield

678

Pauline's Pets

679

Melanoma Table 20

Lital Hymans
Drew Johnson
Ella Shilliday
Rhys Meakins
Peter Keys
Jesse D'Sylva

680

One Last Time

Gwyn Williams
David Hobbs
Paul Waters
Andrea Williams
Jim Bivoltsis
Greg Morris
Adam Birman
John Birman
Geoff Wilson
Charlie Love
Carl Wheeler
John Guilfoyle
Steph Winter
Greg Swan
Neil Williams
Ivan Tratnik
Gary Wrightson
Chris Winter
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Swimmers names

Race
No. Team name

681

Scott Print

John Scott
Tim Scott
Doug Henderson
Danilo Bernini
Leandro Alcantara

683

South Cott Physio
Dream Team

682

Subiaco Sports Massage
Steam Team

Eamon Sullivan
Travis Nederpelt
Adam Lucas
Jim Piper
Mark Riley
Bobby Jovanovich

684

Kraken Team

Swimmers names
Heidi Gan
Ben Brbich
Nic Rollo
Paul Laver
Gareth Evans
Reilly Kennedy
Ben McDonald
Jamie Karlson
Drew Banfield

© Peta North
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Race records
Past 25km ultra-marathon solo swimmers
Name

Time

Name

Time

Name

Time

Bradley SMITH

05:34:33.1

Samuel SMOOTHY

07:15:20.0

Peter SCHULTZ

08:41:16.0

Jarrod POORT

05:34:47.4

Rob HERKES

07:32:31.0

Esther SMOOTHY

09:36:56.3

Paul BLACKBEARD

06:05:29.1

Rachael ELKAIM

08:01:41.7

Victor PINEIRO

09:37:20.2

Rebekah WELLER

06:08:57.0

Peter KLAUZ

08:04:01.2

Mark ROBSON

09:38:45.5

Naomi WATTERS

06:18:06.9

Rebecca YIP

08:14:04.6

Luke SMOOTHY

09:41:56.1

Ned WIELAND

06:55:06.2

Michael BERRY

08:14:36.9

Lynton MORTENSEN

09:46:19.1

Jon HARRISON

07:00:54.0

Martin SMOOTHY

08:30:25.8

Cameron NOBLE

09:46:23.4

Damon BROWN

07:10:35.2

Matt GREENWOOD

08:33:19.9

Serena WELLS

10:27:30.0

Past 19.75km solo swimmers
Name

94

Time

Name

Time

Name

Time

Sian WILLIAMS

04:57:51.2

Jon TURNER

06:19:17.4

Corinne ZADOW

07:24:05.1

Kieren Jon LAWRENSON

05:15:51.3

Aaron ELLIS-KERR

06:20:22.2

Miecha BRADSHAW

07:34:10.7

Leon MUSCA

05:28:32.6

Alana DENNIS

06:27:46.2

Hannah Mae BROWN

07:48:01.4

Lucy GIBSON

05:35:33.0

Gemma EKIN

06:28:47.4

Lorraine DRISCOLL

07:50:27.6

Stephen JUNK

05:37:32.5

Andrew MITCHELL

06:32:11.3

Louise AINSWORTH

07:57:01.9

Mark MURPHY

05:45:17.3

Patrick PRENDIVILLE

06:34:13.7

Felicitas SCHWARZ

07:58:27.0

Jonathon COURTIS

05:51:37.4

Rochelle HAYNES

06:35:10.5

Ben HUMPHREYS

08:03:12.7

Alyssa GEORGE

05:51:52.8

James BAKER

06:36:56.9

Lucy HENRY

08:31:49.7

Mark PRENDIVILLE

05:53:54.5

Lynette HEWITT

06:50:35.4

Andrew STEVENS

08:33:10.3

Michael PRENDIVILLE

05:53:55.3

Michael LEITH

06:53:29.4

Steve PAYNE

08:48:07.4

Trent WOOLLEY

05:57:11.6

Jessica NICHOLS

06:58:31.8

Kaitlyn BURMEISTER

08:48:55.4

James JULIAN

05:58:08.5

Susan JOHNSTON

07:01:06.0

Ian FOULSHAM

09:00:47.1

John EDWARDS

06:02:07.8

Sophie PUGSLEY

07:01:16.3

Simon GILDERS

09:23:25.8

Stephen O'KEEFE

06:02:54.7

Andrew PAGE

07:04:39.2

Leigh NEWMAN

09:24:16.9

Russell LYNTON-BROWN

06:03:57.7

Tammy NORREGAARD
(assisted)

07:08:49.9

Di TWIGG

10:10:58.7

Shane MCGURK

06:07:59.4

Grant JULIAN

07:18:07.2

Brendan MAHER

10:18:53.8

Anja MESSMER

06:11:42.7

Brendon FRY

07:20:13.0

Tim GARRETT

10:18:54.0

Jonathan TIMMS

06:12:31.3

Hayley MCINNES

07:20:35.8

Rowena BURCH

06:19:02.8

Brian PERRIAM

07:21:48.1

Past duo records
Gender

Names

Year

Time

Mixed

Jaime BOWLER

Benjamin HEWITT

2016

4:27:28.1

Male

William ROLLO

Byron KIMBER

2017

4:12:39.0

Female

Heather SNOWDON

Kira FLANAGAN

2016

4:59:07.5

Year

Time

Past team of four records
Gender

Names

Mixed

Rhys MAINSTONE
Jaime BOWLER

Kane RADFORD
Jessica PENGELLY

2017

04:19:12.0

Male

Ian GORDON
Brad HARDINGHAM

Gary CLAYDON
Rohan HOLLICK

2016

04:34:37.0

Female

Chelsea BEGLEY
Emma JOHNSTON

Jaye REYNOLDS
Sally FLAVEL

2016

05:16:14.3

Year

Time

Past team of six records
Gender

Names

Mixed

Harrison GARLAND
Adelaide GARLAND
Chris GUARD

Alex CHIN
Millie MARTINO
Simon HUNT

2016

4:27:58.6

Male

Eamon SULLIVAN
Adam LUCAS
Bobby JOVANOVICH

Jim PIPER
Travis NEDERPELT
Mark RILEY

2017

4:01:33.6

Female

Kirsty BRACKSTONE
Anna EISENHAUER
Brigid TAIT

Lesley EMERY
Nicola CORSBIE
Patricia BURTON

2016

4:55:49.7
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The next

Hotel Rottnest Port to Pub swim
will be held on

Saturday 16 March 2019
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